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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM
Problem Story
During my sixth year as the church’s pastor, I walked into the fellowship hall one
evening to attend the monthly deacons meeting. At last month’s meeting, I noticed Tony
was not present, so I began to wonder if he would be at the meeting tonight. About ten
minutes into the meeting, I found out my suspicions were correct. Tony was not going to
be at any more deacons’ meetings.
During these past few months, I could tell Tony was not prepared to be a newly
elected deacon for the church. Our church has an older congregation, with the majority of
church members already in retirement age. When it was time to elect new deacons, Tony
was an obvious choice for many. Tony and his family were involved in the church, and
his wife taught the children’s choir class each week. Tony’s two sons were involved in
the youth programing of the church, and Tony was willing to do anything that was asked
of him.
Despite all his qualifications, Tony’s biggest asset as a new deacon was his age; at
forty-three, the church considers him a young adult. People at the church became excited
to see a younger person take on a leadership role, but they did not think about the task of
preparing a younger person to take on that role for the church.
The church in the story is like many churches throughout America. In The Church
of the Perfect Storm, Leonard Sweet describes the North American context for church life
through three different storm metaphors. He states, “First is the tsunami known as
postmodernity. Second is the big hurricane, or more precisely an epidemic of related
hurricanes, called post-Christendom. The third is a global warming I am calling post-

1
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scale.”1 Throughout the book, Sweet describes American culture as questioning the
assumptions and worldview of modernity, living distinct from the Christian worldview,
and recognizing technology is capable of more than what is currently needed. In
describing American Christianity as such, he explores the negative implications of each
worldview on the church.
Dan Kimball also shares Sweet’s thought about the American church. Kimball
argues that Christians must admit that in our current emerging culture, the church must be
understood as missionary people sent into the world because Christians are now like
foreigners in a foreign land within our post-Christian culture.2 Kimball is implying there
are some churches that have not woken up to this realty that Sweet describes as the North
American context. These churches are still seeking to live in a Christendom culture that
has a majority status and still has an influence over everyday life for its community.
Alan Nelson’s approach to ministry reflects the majority status of Christendom. In
Five Minute Ministry: Ten Simple Principles for You to Make a Difference, Nelson
describes “the right conditions to do ministry … [calling them] the ten power principles
of effective ministry. Since nearly all of them take less than five minutes to activate, you
can do ministry every day, without going anywhere other than where your daily life takes
you.”3 When Christians only share life with those who support a Christendom culture, ten
simple principles can easily be used to do ministry. In a post-Christendom culture as
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Leonard Sweet, ed., The Church of the Perfect Storm (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1998), 4.
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Dan Kimball, They Like Jesus but Not the Church: Insights from Emerging Generations (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2007), 30.
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Alan E. Nelson, Five Minute Ministry: Ten Simple Principles for You to Make a Difference
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1993), 26.
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described by Sweet and Kimball, there is too much of a difference between people’s
assumptions about life to do ministry in five minutes. The interaction between two
individuals takes more than five minutes to learn what the other thinks about God or the
world. Without the basic assumptions offered by Christian tradition in a person’s culture,
ministry cannot happen in five-minute intervals.
As a response to the postmodern, post-Christendom, and post-scale culture
described by Sweet, the church is having difficulty developing young leaders because
there are less young people in the church. In You Lost Me: Why Young Christians are
Leaving Church … and Rethinking Faith, David Kinnaman observed there are less young
people in the church through an experience leading a conference with eighteen-to-twentyfive-year-olds. He states, “I began my talk with a simple question: ‘How many of you
personally know someone who dropped out of the Christian community?’ Every single
person in the room raised a hand.”4 When everyone in a room of young adults knows
someone personally who used to be involved in a Christian community, it becomes
obvious churches have less young people involved.
If there are less young people in a congregation, there are fewer options of people
to serve in the leadership roles throughout the congregation. As a result, the leadership of
the church will continue to get older when people naturally get older. Over time, the
church’s age demographic will change. With less younger people in the church, the
church’s current leadership will have difficulty transferring lay congregational leadership
to new people of the younger generation. Within this context, a congregation asks the

4

David Kinnaman, You Lost Me: Why Young Christians Are Leaving Church … And Rethinking
Faith (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2011), 21.
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following question: how can our congregational church discover, train, and empower new
leaders within the younger generation?
When considering the context of their particular church, the congregation may
become tempted to pursue easy fixes to their problems. In their book, 10 Temptations of
Church: Why Churches Decline & What to Do About it, John Flowers and Karen Vannoy
explore these temptations. They state, “Even when available, new leaders are rarely
identified unless they fit into and support the congregation’s existing power structures.”5
Flowers and Vannoy consider the church’s temptation to sustain the church’s power
structures by only developing leaders that already fit into those power structures. When
churches given in to the temptation as Flowers and Vannoy describes, they fuel the
difficulty the congregation will face in transferring congregational lay leadership to new
people.
The younger generation thinks differently than the older generation, so some
congregations don’t invite the younger generation to the table of leadership. Jimmy Long,
former campus minister for over 20 years and current regional director for InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship/USA, describes the difference of thinking between generations.
Long states,
The premodern period was characterized by faith in God and knowledge based on
authoritative tradition … In the modern paradigm, the emphasis was changed
from faith in God to human reasoning … In the postmodern period … we are
moving away from reason by the autonomous self and moving toward
relationship in community.6
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When one generation emphasizes reason and self while another generation emphasizes
relationship and community, it is difficult to share common power structures. While
Long’s description of generational difference is a generalization of both generations, his
observation does recognize significant generational differences. For the church, a
difference of thought translates to the congregation’s desire to sustain the power
structures that flow from a more homogeneous way of thinking and highlights their
difficulty of developing new leaders.

Research Question
In today’s postmodern context as described by Sweet and Kimball above,
organizations are naturally asking questions about leadership. The questions are evident
in the NFL when commentators and fans describe the quarterback as the leader of the
team and consider whether the other players will follow the quarterback as a team.
Another example is Mars Hill Church in Seattle during its beginning months as a new
church plant. The church’s founding pastor, Mark Driscoll, describes Mars Hill’s initial
leadership deficiency in his book On Church Leadership (A Book You’ll Actually Read).
When talking about the early days of the church, Driscoll states, “It was at that time when
I realized that I needed to install qualified leaders and empower them with the authority
to help lead the church.” He continues, “We needed leaders so we could execute our
mission of bringing the gospel of Jesus to our city in word and deed.”7 Throughout the

7

Mark Driscoll, On Church Leadership (A Book You’ll Actually Read) (Wheaton, IL: Crossway
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rest of the book, Driscoll explores his approach to church leadership with Mars Hill as an
example.
Churches, like most organizations, are made of people with various backgrounds,
personalities, and opinions coming together for a common cause. Working towards that
common cause will naturally take leadership to guide the process, which is what Driscoll
discovered in the early days of Mars Hill Church. Mark Driscoll is one among many
opinions about how churches can approach church leadership. Other voices pastors and
churches us to explore leadership are Margaret Benefiel, Jim Collins, Stephen Covey,
Earl Creps, Edward Hammett, Patrick Lencioni, John Maxwell, Reggie McNeal, and
Leonard Sweet.
Pastors and churches explore these voices of leadership through applying them to
their local church context. Pastors and other leaders in a church will consider their
church’s approach to leadership and leadership development. Through the many voices of
leadership, congregations must create an intentional process of discovering, training, and
empowering new leaders by asking one question: how are congregational churches
transferring lay leadership successfully to people within the younger generation?
Churches must ask this question because many church contexts are not
transferring lay leadership successfully. When churches stop developing new leaders
from the younger generation, they find themselves as a single-generation, aging, and
dying community. Alan Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk explore the context many churches
face in their book, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a Changing
World. They state,
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The leadership models currently shaping the church are inadequate. For more than
a century, North American churches were at the center of culture; they were an
essential part of most people’s belief and value systems. Therefore, leadership
skills and capacities were developed around how to most effectively engage
people when they came to the church.8
Churches who still operate from the assumption of being in the center of culture do not
know how to ask leadership questions when they are no longer in the center of culture.
Because churches are no longer in the center of their community, they must approach
questions surrounding their leadership from a different perspective.
In You Lost Me: Why Young Christians are Leaving Church … and Rethinking
Faith, David Kinnaman recognizes a cultural change. Kinnaman observes, “The next
generation is living through a period of compressed social, cultural, and technological
change.”9 As a result of these changes Kinnaman states, “After significant exposure to
Christianity as teenagers and children, many young adults are [missing] from the pews
and from active commitment to Christ during their twenties.”10 When young adults go
through these significant societal changes, they begin questioning the components of the
Christian religion through the church and the Christian faith in Christ. At times, these
questions of faith have been answered by disregarding a former commitment to the
Christian faith and religion.
Because churches are also struggling through these social and cultural changes,
churches must decide how to respond to these changes. In Reaching People under 40

8

Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a
Changing World (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2006), 5, 8.
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while Keeping People over 60: Being Church for All Generations, Edward Hammett and
James Pierce argues the church must have a focused understanding of their mission. They
state, “Whoever is in leadership needs to be clear about the mission of the church. Unless
the leaders are clear about [the] essential characteristics of the church, over time the
church will drift and weaken in its mission.”11 From a family systems perspective, their
insight can describe young adults’ lack of involvement in congregational life. Church
leaders can look at their churches and conclude that their problems stem from the lack of
younger people in the church, but this is only the symptom. The real problem of the
church as a system is the lack of younger people in leadership roles.
When the church’s leadership is limited to the older generation, the church is
working from the leadership model that the churches have been using for more than a
century as described by Roxburgh and Romanuk above. If a church continues to work
from this mindset, the younger generation will not be invited to participate in the
leadership roles of the church as described by Flowers and Vannoy above. Because the
church is working from an outdated leadership paradigm and the younger generation is
not nurtured into leadership roles, young adults are exploring the social, cultural, and
technological changes that was previously explored by Kinnaman and choosing to no
longer be committed to a local congregation.

11
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Other Proposed Solutions
Churches are nurturing people into leadership roles within the congregation, but
many churches are not doing it effectively. There are several solutions with inherent
problems to the congregational task of transferring lay leadership to the younger
generation. One approach was to develop specific skills for the role of a deacon. Howard
Foshee describes his approach in Now that You’re a Deacon: “Just as a young military
recruit must learn new skills in order to serve effectively, so [a deacon] must train for
deacon service.”12 For Foshee, becoming a deacon means obtaining certain skills.
In the book On Being a Deacon’s Wife, Martha Nelson also emphasizes the
importance of developing a specific skill by arguing the task of the deacon’s wife is to
create a good home. She states, “A good home can double a deacon’s worth to the Lord
and his church! Ask any good deacon how his wife has helped and he’ll mention his
home nearly every time.”13 While Foshee seeks to develop leaders by helping the men of
the church acquire specific skills of service to be used in the church, Nelson seeks to
develop leaders by helping the women of the church acquire specific skills of service to
be used in the home.
Of course, leaders for the church are nurtured, but this nurturing happens more
through a discerning Spirit to sense God’s leading in one’s life than specific skills to use
in a given situation. When specific skills are understood as the significant prerequisite for
congregational leadership, then the new leaders of a church may not have the ability to
respond to a situation or opportunity of God’s work that goes beyond those specific set of
12

Howard Foshee, Now that You’re a Deacon (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1975), 55.
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Martha Nelson, On Being a Deacon’s Wife (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1973), 38.
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skills. A better prerequisite for congregational leadership is good thinking from a variety
of perspectives, rather than obtaining specific goals from within one perspective as
Foshee and Nelson imply. Any approach to leadership development based on simply
obtaining a certain set of skills will be inadequate in our ever-changing culture.
Another proposed solution with inherent problems is making sure potential
leaders have the correct understanding of the Christian faith. Having correct knowledge
does not necessarily nurture potential leaders for the task of church leadership. Initially,
an approach about correct knowledge may appear to make good sense, as the leaders of
the church do need a clear and accurate understanding of the faith in the church. Still, an
emphasis on knowledge leadership development can become more about excluding
others based on their beliefs instead of empowering people to discover a calling to guide
and lead the congregation.
In The New Testament Deacon, Alexander Strauch describes mystery as a vital
component of the Christian faith. Strauch states, “According to 1 Timothy 3:9, deacons
must hold to the ‘mystery of the faith’ with a clear conscience; [he continues], The
‘mystery’ is defined, then, as the objective body of truth of which the Christian faith is
comprised.”14 For some in the younger generation, they will hear “objective truth” and
begin thinking about how their perspective will be excluded in what is already
established. Even if an older generation in the church does not seek to be this exclusive, it
can come across as such to the younger generation. The difference of opinion in the

14

Alexander Strauch, The New Testament Deacon: The Church’s Minister of Mercy (Littleton,
CO: Lewis & Roth Publishers, 1992), Kindle Location 1387.
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Christian faith and difference in approach to talk about the Christian faith leads to a
church’s difficulty in transferring lay leadership from one generation to the next.
Developing leaders for the church must incorporate the mystery of the faith
because that is where people meet God. There is mystery in the incarnation of Christ as
God became revealed through the person, Jesus of Nazareth. There is mystery in the
church as Jesus’ followers become the very presence of Christ into the world through the
church’s mission and ministry. Leadership development must empower people to
discover the mystery of Christ themselves and lead others to the mystery of God’s
unconditional love and redeeming grace in our lives and word.
There are necessary commonalities that describe the Christian faith, but one’s
knowledge must not become a hindrance of sharing these commonalities in the Christian
faith with those who think differently. A productive solution to the problem of
transferring congregational lay leadership is not simply helping people have the correct
understanding of the Christian faith based on some objective truth, but instead, helping
all generations articulate the Christian faith in a way that invites different perspectives
and generations to the church’s conversation about their leadership and ministerial calling
as a congregation.
In his dissertation, “Preparing Men for Eldership in an Upper Middle Class Local
Church through Small Group Mentoring,” Greggory Borror addressed a similar problem
through creating a curriculum for small group mentoring.15 Borror proposes an intense
weekly gathering of church leaders and potential leaders to study the biblical

15

Greggory Borror, “Preparing Men for Eldership in an Upper Middle Class Local Church
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characteristics of congregational eldership. Borror’s approach is very effective when a
group of people are willing to commit to a rigorous schedule of meeting, study, and
discussion. A strong sense of commitment can result from a lasting relationship with the
congregation’s leadership and pastor to foster such relationships. If a church’s current
leadership and potential leadership do not have this level of commitment, then Borror’s
approach will not be as applicable. If group commitment has not developed, then one-onone mentorships are better suited because it can begin to meet with people of less
commitment and nurture them to more commitment.
The coaching relationship can also be considered in developing leaders for the
church.16 While there are significant applications of coaching in a church context, it has
inherent problems in developing leaders through the changes churches are experiencing.
David VanDenburgh describes the coaching relationship in “Coaching for Leaders”
VanDenburgh describes coaching “[as] on ongoing relationship between two people in
which one of those people is entirely dedicated in helping the other person to accomplish
his/her agenda.”17 The key to the coaching relationship is the person already knowing his
own agenda for the coach to help him pursue. If a congregation needs help in nurturing
new leaders into leadership roles, the potential leaders cannot create the agenda. The
potential leaders do not know what to ask for without some experience of leadership in
the first place. Because the mentor needs to set the agenda out of her experience as a
leader in the church and the coach’s role is to not set the agenda, the mentor relationship
is best suited to develop congregational leaders from the younger generation.
16
17

The coaching relationship for a church context is also explored in the sixth chapter.
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Thesis
As churches consider how they transfer lay leadership successfully to people
within the younger generation, a mentor relationship is the best option. One-on-one
mentor relationships will equip churches to transfer lay leadership successfully to people
within the younger generation for several reasons. First, the mentor relationship will
create space for upcoming congregational leaders to discover the role of the deacon by
looking at the biblical texts in 1 Timothy and Titus as they share the qualifications of a
deacon for the church. Second, the mentor relationship will aid in understanding the
connection of pastoral leadership and laity leadership in the church, especially how the
business model of church has influenced the practice of leadership in the church. Third,
because a congregation’s leadership is a spiritual exercise, the mentor relationship can
nurture a person’s spirituality, which then can help nurture a congregation’s spirituality
over time. Lastly, mentorships approach the church through a family systems perspective.
While churches and Christians disagree on interpretations, the Bible is regarded as
a necessary resource for church leadership to develop intentionality in doing church and
following God. There are two specific texts in the New Testament that reveal the
qualifications of a congregation’s leadership - 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1. These two
sections of scripture are very beneficial in guiding a congregation to consider who is
qualified to develop into the leadership role for the church.
The Biblical texts reveal two specific aspects of a congregation’s process of
developing leaders: (1) the expectations on the type of person who becomes a leader in
the church; and (2) that not everyone can be considered to become the church’s lay
leadership. The relationship developed in a mentorship is a necessary avenue to discover

14
these qualifications and how potential leaders demonstrate them. The relationship that
develops within a mentorship becomes the format that allows the church’s interpretation
of the Biblical texts shape the role of leadership within their specific church and context
of ministry.
One approach to the research question and avoiding the temptation of a narrow
circle of church leadership is to continually broaden a person’s perspective through
specific relationships. People need others in a different generation to gain a wider
understanding of the church and to discover how other people think. In Reverse
Mentoring: How Young Leaders Can Transform the Church and Why We Should Let
Them, Earl Creps explains how leaders may misunderstand current culture and life. Creps
states, “Leaders feeling very culture-current often experience a blackout on certain
subcultures of which they are unaware.”18 While someone may become culturally
relevant in understanding, there will always be specific subcultures that are not
understood. Inter-generational mentorships relationships can help both parties discover
new approaches to life. Instead of limiting the circle of potential leadership, a church’s
mentorship development broadens people into new places of leadership by empowering
the congregation to transfer laity leadership to newly equipped people.

Mentorships and Spirituality
A church’s understanding of the spiritual life has also influenced why churches
are having difficulty transferring laity leadership to newly equipped people. For some in

18

Earl Creps, Reverse Mentoring; How Young Leaders Can Transform the Church and Why We
Should Let Them (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2008), 21.
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the church, a person’s life is divided into two compartments, the spiritual life for religious
matters and the rest of life for everything else. While for others, there is not a clear
distinction. Because these two ways of thinking often correspond to generational divides,
the older and younger generations have difficulty approaching the practice of the Christ
faith with a common understanding. The generational divide is expressed through
people’s approach to the church. Overall, the older generation sees the church has a vital
component of their spiritual life, while the younger generation expresses George Barna's
observation in Revolution: Worn-Out on Church? Finding Vibrant Faith Beyond the
Walls of the Sanctuary. Barna states,
As we entered the twenty-first century, the local church was the focus of most
people’s spiritual lives. About 70 percent of all Americans relied upon some local
congregation to be their dominant source of spiritual input and output … As I
have tracked people’s inclinations through our national research studies, I have
concluded that by the year 2025, the spiritual profile of the nation will be
dramatically different. Specifically, I expect that only about one-third of the
population will rely upon a local congregation as the primary or exclusive means
for experiencing and expressing faith.19
If Barna’s observations and predictions are correct, American society will move from
more than two-thirds of the population relying on the church for their spirituality to less
than one-third relying on the church for their spiritual expression of life and faith. During
this change, the church will be limited in passing on laity leadership within a variety of
perspectives.
The difference of understanding about a person’s spirituality is another expression
of the church’s temptation, as shared by Flowers and Vannoy above. The power
structures in a church based on one generation’s approach to spirituality will not give
19

George Barna, Revolution: Worn-Out on Church? Finding Vibrant Faith Beyond the Walls of
the Sanctuary (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House, 2005), 48-9.
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room for another generation’s approach to spirituality. The mentor relationship that can
develop within a church context can give space for generational differences of spirituality
to be explored.

Mentorships and Family Systems Theory
As Barna’s research implies, there will be less people in the church in the years to
come. Churches must adjust to the transitions that will result. These changes in the
church have become expressed in a variety of ways because the church is a family
system. In a system, everything is intertwined; when something happens, in one section
of the symptom everything is affected. Approaching leadership development through a
mentorship addresses the problem by understanding the many symptoms instead of only
focusing on one symptom. By looking at the congregation as a family system, the
church’s leadership can become equipped to understand how and why people behave in
the church.
In “Thinking about Congregations: Using Bowen Family Systems Theory”, Tim
Sharipo explores the benefits of applying Bowen Theory to the church as a family
system. Sharipo states, “Bowen Theory, when used well, builds awareness and
confidence in the leader, provides a more objective view of the congregation, and calms
anxiety.”20 The mentorship relationship can become a healthy environment for a church’s
leadership and potential leadership to develop awareness and how the church functions as
a system. In the busyness of congregational life, churches have difficulty thinking about
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the church as a system and leaders of the church have difficulty making decisions for the
church as a system. The relationship that develops between a mentor and mentoree
removes each person from the busyness of the church to discover the church as a family
system.
When someone is not nurtured into a leadership role for a church, he can be
overwhelmed with the new responsibility. At times, new leaders become frustrated when
their expectations of leadership does not meet their experience. Newly elected or
appointed leaders for the church can become so excited about nudging people to become
more faithful in following Christ through the work of the church that they can get easily
discouraged by the other side of leadership.
For many churches, the church’s leadership is the location where most decisions
are made. Church leaders meet to discover how the church can continue as Christ’s
presence in community through intentional missions and ministry. Most new leaders for
the church are excited about this aspect of their new role. Church leaders also meet to
discuss the need to replace the leaking roof or who is going to volunteer to mow the grass
next month. If a church’s leadership spends more time discussing building repairs and
maintenance, the leaders who want to focus on doing ministry can become dissatisfied
with their role in the church.

Mentorships and Discipleship
In I Am a Follower, Leonard Sweet explores the role of the church’s equipping
followers of Christ to be disciples of Christ instead of becoming leaders for the church.
Sweet is challenging the focus of leadership in the church when it creates passive people
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thinking about their identity as disciples of Christ. Sweet states, “Leadership is a
functional position of power and authority. Followership is a relational posture of love
and trust.”21 The church’s leadership does have the function of power and authority in the
church, but accordingly to Sweet, the role of a church’s leadership must first be
developed through an identity as a follower of Christ.
Too many churches are focusing on their task of developing leaders first, and
developing disciples of Christ second. Because there are some connections between
mentoring and discipling in the church context, it is important for church leaders to
understand the difference. One way to keep the difference in the forefront is by
considering the style of leadership development that creates Jesus followers who can lead
others to discipleship in Christ. As a result, the church develops people as Christain
disciples first and leaders of the church second. When churches get these backwards,
neither goal is achieved because people do not discover their identities as followers of
Jesus and do not become equipped to lead the church under Jesus’ lordship.
The mentor relationship becomes a place to keep these two distinctions of
leadership and discipleship in a healthy perspective. The task of mentoring is better
understood as a more narrow term than the task of discipling. Discipling is the broader
approach to becoming a follower of Christ, while mentoring is the narrower approach to
developing a better understanding and practice of a specific aspect of following Jesus and
leading a congregation. Through Sweet’s characterization of leadership and followership
as mentioned above, mentoring is preparing people for the functional position of power
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and authority, while discipling is preparing people for the relational posture of love and
trust. For a church context, the mentor relationship becomes a healthy environment to
wrestle with the distinction of functional position and relational posture through the
church’s process of developing leaders to prepare their congregation to living out their
calling as Jesus’ disciples.

CHAPTER 2: BIBLICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF CHURCH LEADERSHIP
Introduction
Over the years, churches have celebrated their congregation’s heritage and passed
it onto the next generation, and generations embrace their church’s heritage through a
variety of ways. One example is seeing the younger generation discover their own faith in
Jesus as followers of Christ. When children participate in church activities and events,
they typically do so because their family chooses to do so. A five year old is a Christian
because his parents are Christians, which is similar to the five year old being a Cincinnati
Bengals fan because he joins his parents in cheering for them during every football game.
At some point, the five year old boy will choose if he wants to keep being a football fan
and particularly a Bengals fan. At some point, he will also choose if he will put his faith
in Christ as Lord and Savior and live in a way that portrays himself as a follower of
Jesus. Parents will nurture their children in the Christian faith hoping and praying that
their children will embrace the Christian faith as their own.
There are specific things churches and parents do to share their faith in Christ
with the children in their communities and families. Churches create specific programs
and events to provide a way for their children to be introduced to the Gospel. During
Vacation Bible School, churches provide a safe environment for children to hear the
Gospel story and invite them receive Christ in their lives. During Sunday morning
worship, churches invite children to lead in worship through singing, reading a scriptural
text, or saying a prayer. Churches welcome children in their worship services to
communicate that the church is for all ages and that the Christian faith is for all ages as
well.
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When a child or teenager professes Christ as Lord and becomes baptized into the
church, he proclaims a faith in Christ as his own. Through baptism, a child is saying that
she is claiming an identity in Christ herself. Through going into the baptismal waters, a
teenager is saying that he is not a Christian simply because his parents are, but he is
saying that he is a Christian because of Jesus’ redeeming work in his own life. In
salvation and baptism, a person picks up a faith in Christ that was passed onto him by
those who have nurtured him. When a father teaches his son how to pray, he is passing on
the component of prayer in his faith to the next generation. The father takes an intentional
step in nurturing his child into a life of prayer. Without an intentional step from his
father, the son will not learn how to pray to God unless someone else takes that
intentional step.
Churches must also take intentional steps in teaching their people how to lead the
congregation in following Christ. One task of a church’s leadership is listening to God’s
Spirit working in their lives and guiding their community of faith to where Christ is
leading them. The process begins with the leadership themselves and their own
relationship with God. The individuals that make up the church’s leadership must know
how to listen to the Spirit of God in their own lives before guiding the church in listening
to God in their corporate lives as a church. Listening to the Spirit of God requires
intentionality for a group of people with a variety of backgrounds and opinions to come
together within their differences and discover where God is guiding them collectively.
Like the father teaching a son how to pray, a respected church leader teaches an
upcoming leader how to lead the church under the Lordship of Christ and the person’s
faith in Christ. When churches consider how to transfer lay leadership successfully to the
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younger generations, they do so by recognizing that passing on the Christian faith in
Christ to the next generation is a vital component of developing lay leadership.
There are a variety of ways to begin thinking about developing laity leadership in
a particular congregation. The church can look at her demographics and consider who is
available to become leaders from the younger generation. The church can look at her past
approaches to congregational leadership development and apply that approach to today’s
context. The church can look at other similar churches and consider their approaches to
developing leaders. While each of these considerations are necessary, each church must
also look at the scriptures and how the church interprets the Bible to develop a process
for raising up church leaders in their congregation. While there are several stories in the
scriptures that can help a church develop an understanding of church leadership, this
chapter will focus on the leadership qualifications presented in 1 Timothy 3:8-13 and
Titus 1:5-9, then discuss Eli’s intentional effort in raising Samuel, and finally describe
Paul’s inclusion of young missionaries.

Biblical Qualifications of the Deacon and Elder
Depending on a church’s tradition and polity, the congregation may have deacons,
elders, or other identifications for its leaders. While there are different understandings
about a congregation’s use of a deacon or elder, this chapter will consider them to be
interchangeable in thought because they have several similarities. Using deacon and elder
synonymously does not imply there cannot be differences of the two in a church’s
context, but it does imply that, in many church contexts, both types of leaders can be
developed through a similar process. In The Anchor Bible Dictionary, C.J.H. Wright
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describes a similar authority given to both deacons and elders in the Early Church based
on the texts in 1 Timothy and Titus. Wright states,
The early Christian movement entrusted its leadership (under the apostles) to
‘elders’ in each church (always referred to in the plural in the NT), and these seem
to have normally been drawn from the functioning heads of the households,
whose own family life was exemplary (see the guidelines for appointing
overseers, elders - probably synonyms - and deacons).1
When considering the task of developing a congregation’s leadership, the church must
consider the implications of the qualifications of a deacon in the Letter of 1 Timothy and
an elder in the Letter of Titus. 1 Timothy 3:8-13 states,
Deacons likewise must be serious, not double-tongued, not indulging in much
wine, not greedy for money; they must hold fast to the mystery of the faith with a
clear conscience. And let them first be tested; then, if they prove themselves
blameless, let them serve as deacons. Women likewise must be serious, not
slanderers, but temperate, faithful in all things. Let deacons be married only once,
and let them manage their children and their households well; for those who serve
well as deacons gain a good standing for themselves and great boldness in the
faith that is in Christ Jesus.
Titus 1:5-9 states,
I left you behind in Crete for this reason, so that you should put in order what
remained to be done, and should appoint elders in every town, as I directed
you: someone who is blameless, married only once, whose children are believers,
not accused of debauchery and not rebellious. For a bishop, as God’s steward,
must be blameless; he must not be arrogant or quick-tempered or addicted to wine
or violent or greedy for gain; but he must be hospitable, a lover of goodness,
prudent, upright, devout, and self-controlled. He must have a firm grasp of the
word that is trustworthy in accordance with the teaching, so that he may be able
both to preach with sound doctrine and to refute those who contradict it.
In these two passages of scripture, the Apostle Paul is writing to two specific leaders in
the early Church helping them discern the type of leaders the newly formed church needs
by setting forth a set of qualifications for who can become a leader in their church.
1
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The author of the Pastoral Epistles created leadership qualifications by
emphasizing what type of person can become a leader for the church. Ed Glasscock
categorizes these two passages of scripture into different sections for those to be
considered a deacon or elder in the church. Glasscock states, “The two lists of
qualifications (1 Tim. 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9) give at least 22 qualifications which may be
grouped into four categories: personal character, public testimony, family, and ministry.”2
Glasscock continues, “The fact that these are requirements, not ideals toward which an
elder might hope to strive, is indicated by the words ‘must be’ in 1 Timothy 3:2.”3
As people in the early Church were nurtured into the leadership roles of deacons
and elders, the people who had integrity in who they were and honesty in how they
interacted with others became ideal candidates to accept the leadership role in their faith
community. When the church became more developed, the author of the Pastoral Epistles
needed qualified people to guide the church within their context of ministry and calling.
The character of the leaders in the church created space for this to happen as people
would have been drawn to those with good character.
In his commentary on the Letter to Titus, Pheme Perkins describes the work that
the author of the Pastoral Epistles charges Titus to accomplish. Perkins states, “The
ordering in question involved establishing community leaders who would be able to teach
the sound doctrine of apostolic preaching and correct persons who strayed.”4 Since Titus
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is given the task, one can conclude there are some in the church not teaching sound
doctrine and as a result there are some who have strayed away. Perkins correctly
recognizes the issue is the need for qualified leaders in the church to teach sound doctrine
even though the Letter to Titus does not specific which teaching is not sound doctrine.
By applying the list of leadership qualifications to a local church context, the
church is still given the task of determining which doctrine is considered sound doctrine
according to Christian teaching and which doctrine is not. Some churches may conclude a
very narrow understanding of their church’s sound doctrine, while other churches may
have a broader understanding of teaching sound doctrine. A brief example would be the
church’s teaching about taking Communion. A very narrow teaching of Communion
would be limiting those who can take Communion in the worship service; a broader
teaching of Communion would be to open an invitation to participate in Communion for
anyone who has been baptized into the Christian faith through a local church or ministry.
The task of a church’s leadership would be to define what teaching is accepted in their
local church environment. Even though churches may differ on what is considered to be
sound doctrine, churches must develop an understanding of their sound doctrine in their
context to develop new leaders for the church.
In the article, “New Testament Elders in their Contexts,” Rod Parrott describes
the task of defining the expectations upon the church leadership. Parrott states, “There are
some good reasons for looking again at who elders are and what they do. For one thing,
there are persons on every board of elders I know who are uncertain about the nature and
function of the office they hold. Their uncertainty sometimes energizes, but more often
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immobilizes them.”5 When churches can articulate and celebrate what they are doing and
why they are doing it, they can nurture new leaders into clear expectations. Timothy and
Titus were called to the task of finding leaders who possessed specific qualifications as
deacons and elders. These qualifications found in both 1 Timothy and Titus have the
same task for current churches in developing expectations of who can serve God and the
church in a leadership role.
By using qualifications for a congregation’s leadership, the church empowers
leaders to respond to the different opportunities that might arise. D. Edmond Hiebert
recognizes the importance of empowering the leaders of a church. In “Behind the Word
‘Deacon’: A New Statement Study,” Hiebert states,
In 1 Timothy 3:10 Paul mentioned the testing of persons for appointment to the
office of deacon. The meaning is not that they should be given a trial appointment
as deacon, but rather that the church should constantly be examining and testing
the members of the congregation, so that whenever the need for selecting deacons
arises, they will know what members are qualified for appointment.6
Initially, the use of qualifications for something may appear based on the decision to
exclude someone or something. At times, qualifications are used to exclude, such as
using qualifying laps to determine who can be accepted to run in a race. But the use of
qualifications for church leadership is not about exclusion. Hiebert correctly connects
qualifications for selecting a church’s deacons to the task of preparing a person for that
task. The Pastoral Epistles describes deacon and elder qualifications not to simply
prevent a certain type of person from becoming a leader the church. Instead, the Pastoral
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Epistles describe the qualifications of a deacon and elder to equip those who accept the
role based on their character as individuals and followers of Christ.
In 1 Timothy, deacons are to “hold fast to the mystery of the faith with a clear
conscience.”7 Deacon candidates are not overlooked if they do not hold fast to the
mystery of the faith, but instead, deacon candidates are nurtured into a leadership role by
equipping them to wrestle with the mystery of the faith and showing them that Christ
meets them in the middle of that mystery. In Titus, elders are to be blameless, so their
lives can point others to Christ and not so they can be proud of what they have achieved
by their behavior.8 The church leadership qualifications in both 1 Timothy and Titus are
about helping nurture people into these roles as an expression of their character, and the
understanding of these qualifications are an effective and healthy application of the
scriptural texts to a congregation’s development of laity leadership in a church’s context
and ministry.
The leader qualifications in the Pastoral Epistles focus on a person’s character, so
the church’s leadership is developed from the person as a whole. A person’s development
into the church comes from who she is inside the church and the type of person she is
outside the church. If a church’s leadership development was based on obtaining a certain
set of skills, then qualifications for a leader would be limited to how that person acts
inside the church through the ability to have the expected skills or actions. In the Pastoral
Epistles, the qualification of a church’s leader is from a bigger perspective, a holistic
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perspective. In his commentary on 1st Timothy 3:1-13, Lewis Donelson recognizes the
holistic perspective. Donelson states,
[The author] is calling upon good values as he knows them. The requirement that
potential bishops ‘must be well thought of by outsiders’ (3:7) and that they must
manage their own households well shows how much this writer is a citizen of his
world. He does not share the sectarian mindset of some early Christians, wherein
the only good lies within the doors of the church.9
The list of qualifications of a good leader in 1st Timothy chapter 3 moves the
expectations of a church leader beyond the church into the world. If the qualifications of
a leader were only about the inside of a church, then a person’s ability to lead the church
could be defined by a person’s image he portrays in the church. An example would be
that the qualifications of a leader for the church may be about how much money the
person gives to the church. If the person is a substantial financial supporter of the church,
then people may assume she would be a good leader for the church. People would be
more focused on what she does in the church (give money) than what she does outside
(say, how she makes the money). The leadership qualifications in the Pastoral Epistles
are about the character of the person instead of simply what the person can give.
There are some in the church who are good at living two different lives. They may
act and live one way around those in the church and become a completely different
person around those apart of the church. Someone can lead the business side of a church
meeting without living the life of a disciple following Christ. Someone can teach a
gripping lesson about the way of life found in following Christ in Sunday school without
living a life expressing that truth. So much of life can be lived on the surface level
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without others knowing a person beyond the mask she wears. Church leadership is not
about developing skills to lead a meeting or the knowledge to teach a lesson. In 1
Timothy and Titus, the author of these two letters guides the church to look for people
who do not seek to simply obtain a set of skills by sustaining a mask through those skills.
The author places the expectations upon the church to look at a person’s character before
nurturing that person into the leadership role.
Overall a person can develop a set of skills to imply that she can perform the tasks
that a church leader does, but over time, people will discover that performing church
tasks is not the same as guiding the church in ministry and mission for Christ. Doing
ministry and ministry through the church does not happen simply through using skills to
perform a task. Instead, doing ministry and mission for Christ happens through people
sharing life in relationship through the complexities of life that a person might not be
fully skilled to accomplish. A church leader does not simply obtain the skill to visit a
person on his death in a hospice room, but a church leader does step up to be the presence
of Christ by walking in the room apart from having the skill of knowing how to say the
perfect thing.
If churches seek to discover, train, and empower new leaders, they must create an
intentional process of considering potential leaders and nurturing people who qualify to
such a task. The intentional process begins with the type of congregational leaders that
are already present in the church. Potential leaders cannot be nurtured where the current
leader are not. If a church does not currently have good leaders, their ability to develop
effective leaders will be limited. The task of the church leadership becomes no longer
developing other leaders but to develop themselves as leaders. The task of becoming an
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effective leader might require the church to look for external resources since they are no
internal resources are available. When churches that do not have effective leaders become
unwillingly to use external resources and people to work with them, then they simply
create a cyclical effect of ineffective church leadership.
Marvin Warkentin argues that an active eldership in a local congregation is how a
church can create an intentional process. Warkentin states, “A congregation with an
active eldership will perform more effectively its biblical functions of training in
discipleship, congregational care, and mission in the world than a congregation without
an active eldership.”10 An active eldership is developed when a congregation applies
these two passages of scripture in 1 Timothy and Titus to who become leaders in their
local church. By having clearly defined qualifications, those who meet those
requirements will be empowered to fulfill their duties in leading the church through
discipleship, care, and mission. The church will be better equipped to develop leaders
when the congregation knows what is expected of the leaders. By having a clear
understanding of a leader’s qualifications, those who become leaders in the church will
begin with a clearer understanding of what their role is, which empowers them as new
leaders for the church.
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An Old Testament Example of Nurturing Leadership
In the Book of 1 Samuel, Eli, the high priest at the temple of the Lord, nurtures
the boy Samuel to hear from God and discover his role of leading the people and sharing
God’s message to the Israelites. 1 Samuel 3:7-9 states,
Now Samuel did not yet know the Lord, and the word of the Lord had not yet
been revealed to him. The Lord called Samuel again, a third time. And he got up
and went to Eli, and said, ‘Here I am, for you called me.’ Then Eli perceived that
the Lord was calling the boy. Therefore Eli said to Samuel, ‘Go, lie down; and if
he calls you, you shall say, ‘Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening.’ So Samuel
went and lay down in his place.
At this time in the story, Samuel has yet to hear a word from God, and Eli knows how to
hear from God. On this particular night, God is calling out to Samuel; Eli and Samuel
need each other. Samuel needs Eli to help him learn how to hear from God, and Eli needs
Samuel to hear what God is saying because God is speaking to Samuel and not Eli. It has
been sometime since Eli heard God speaking.
In the second chapter of 1 Samuel, Eli’s two sons are not acting as the priests God
has called them to be, and as a result God is no longer speaking to Eli or his two sons.
Continuing in chapter 2, a man of God comes and shares a warning for Eli and his family.
Next in the third chapter, God speaks, but Eli does not know what God is saying because
during the next day Eli asks Samuel to tell him what God said. Samuel’s calling from
God becomes an important time in the history of Israel and specifically in the time of Eli
and his family. Eli becomes an example of one person nurturing another into a leadership
role because Eli helps Samuel hear from God, even though the message from God results
in punishment upon Eli and Eli’s two sons.
Frank Spina explores the shift of God’s speaking from Eli to Samuel in his article,
“Eli’s Seat: The Transition from Priest to Prophet in 1 Samuel 1-4.” Spina states, “The
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transition of leadership from Eli and his house to Samuel is highlighted because the
transition is not simply from one man or family to another, but from one kind of
leadership, namely priestly, to another kind, namely prophetic.”11 In Eerdmans
Commentary on the Bible, Graeme Auid also recognizes a time of transition for the
people of Israel through the life of Samuel. Auid states, “Samuel’s prophetic status is
described in royal terms. Samuel is to Eli as David will be to Saul.”12 Samuel follows Eli
as the leader of God’s people, and David will follow Saul as the king of God’s nation.
In three chapters, the spiritual leader God uses on behalf of the Israelites transfers
from the person of Eli to the person of Samuel. The transfer of leadership happens
because Eli passes on the leadership role to Samuel and because Samuel picks up his
leadership role. Eli accepted that he was no longer the person God was using to guide the
work of the temple because of his sons’ sinfulness. Eli accepted that God has chosen
Samuel to step up into that role, and Eli prepared Samuel for his new role. Without Eli
letting go, Samuel could not have become the prophet that he would grow into. The
current leadership of churches today must follow Eli’s lead and nurture others into
leadership roles even if they lose places of authority and power in their churches.
David Kinnaman shares the story of Eli and Samuel as an example in the book,
You Lost Me: Why Young Christians are Leaving Church … and Rethinking Faith.
Kinnaman states, “Once I heard present-day leader Jack Hayford observe that the
younger generation needs the older generation to help them identify the voice of God,
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just as Samuel needed Eli to help him know God was calling him.”13 Samuel is the
upcoming leader of the younger generation, and he willingly seeks out Eli from the older
generation to learn how to be a leader. Because both Eli and Samuel are faithful to God
and embrace their moments of leadership for God’s people, God is able to guide the
Israelites for the years to come. Through Eli and Samuel’s faithfulness, Samuel becomes
a great prophet of God who God uses to select the first two kings of the Israelite
kingdom.

A New Testament Example of Nurturing Leadership
In the Pastoral Epistles, the author gives specific qualifications for those to be
considered leaders in the church. In addition to establishing qualifications for those to be
leaders, the New Testament also describes the establishment of leaders for the early
Church. The Apostle Paul developed new leaders by including them in his ministry. In
the New Testament writings that are disputed by some scholars to be written by Paul, the
texts reveal Paul’s task of leadership development such as Paul’s nurturing of Timothy
and Titus.14 Paul’s task of leadership development is found in the Book of Acts by Paul’s
nurturing of Barbabas, John Mark, and Silas during their missionary trips throughout
Asia Minor and Macedonia. When Paul writes a letter to a particular church, he does so
through the task of addressing the issues in the church at that time and through the art of
nurturing young leaders.
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In the majority of Paul’s letters throughout the New Testament, Paul addresses the
audience of the letter by stating the letter comes from him and another person. In 1
Corinthians, Paul includes Sosthenes in his writing to the church; in 2 Corinthians, Paul
includes Timothy in his writing. Both 1 Thessalonians and 2 Thessalonians are
traditionally written from Paul, Silas, and Timothy. Traditionally, Paul and Timothy
wrote Philippians and Colossians together. Paul developed relationships with fellow
servants for Christ and included them in his work of writing to the different churches he
visited.
Whenever Paul went to a new community to preach the Gospel, he also included
other missionaries in his work. On the first missionary journey, Paul, Barnabas, and John
Mark were commissioned to proclaim the gospel beginning in Cyprus and then to other
places. On the second missionary journey, Barnabas and John Mark go on a missionary
journey back to Cyprus and Paul takes Silas on a missionary journey to Syria and Cilicia.
Throughout his work, Paul was constantly nurturing others in the faith and developing
them into leaders for the church.
Nurturing others into leadership roles for the church means giving people space to
discern how God is guiding them to take on that role and where God is guiding them into
that role. God may guide newly formed leaders to continue the path for the church based
on the direction of the well established leaders; God may also choose to guide the new
leaders to new directions and paths. Leadership in the church means following God
wherever God may take the church.
In the New Testament, we see Paul’s nurturing of Barnabas, John Mark and Silas
during their missionary journeys, which were briefly described above. During one of their
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missionary journeys, Paul and Barnabas disagreed where to go next after their time in
Antioch and specifically who to take with them. Barnabas wanted to take John Mark,
while Paul did not; their disagreement became so strong that they decided to go on
different journeys.15 In “Biblical Models of Leadership,” Tom Houston considers Paul’s
style of leadership based on Paul’s relationship with Timothy. Houston states, “Timothy
had an apprenticeship with Paul. He sent Timothy on missions on his own and with
companions. There he had to develop his own initiative.”16 Leadership development
happens when people are nurtured to express their own initiative. In the New Testament,
Paul gave space for Timothy to be nurtured into a leadership role by encouraging him to
take his own initiative and discern how God was leading him. Churches must pursue the
development of their new leaders by taking Paul’s example of giving newly developing
leaders the space to initiate their own task of leadership and approach by following God
as a leader in a local congregation.

Conclusion
Throughout the chapter, different biblical texts have been used to consider a
church’s approach to laity leadership development. By appealing to a biblical text, there
must be an understanding how an interpretation of a text influences people’s actions in a
given context. From 1997 to 2001, Brian Malley did a field study about biblical
interpretation at Creekside Baptist Church in How the Bible Works: An Anthropological
Study of Evangelical Biblicism. In his book, Malley states,
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[There is] a distinction between belief traditions and interpretative traditions. A
belief tradition is a tradition in which a community identifies certain propositions
as truths to be believed. In an interpretative tradition, the text is held to be true
and authoritative, and beliefs are justified not in terms of their rational or intrinsic
truth but in terms of their basis in a text.17
When considering the approach a church uses to develop leaders, the key is recognizing
how the church relies on their belief traditions and interpretative traditions. On the
surface, it may appear the church is relying on an interpretative tradition but in reality
they may be only allowing a belief tradition to guide their actions. A church may have an
interpretative tradition in looking at the congregational leader qualifications found in 1
Timothy and Titus, but actually only use their preconceived belief tradition of
considering who to nurture into leadership roles. An example would be a church using an
age demographic as a leadership qualification rather than the leadership qualification of a
person’s character as revealed in the Pastoral Epistles.
There are two steps in the process of using a Biblical text to guide a church’s
understanding of their qualifications to be a leader in the congregation. The church must
choose what Biblical texts describe their leadership qualifications and if any particular
stories of the Scriptures are examples of faithful leadership. Second, the church must also
allow their interpretative traditions guide their belief traditions in their approach to laity
leadership development. If a church simply follows their belief traditions without an
influence of their interpretative traditions, they are simply creating space for the Biblical
texts and stories to be interpreted through whatever lens they choose instead of allowing
the heritage of the faith community guide them to healthy Biblical interpretation. These
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biblical texts point to a healthy approach of choosing a leader and then nurturing that
person into their leadership in the months and years to come.

CHAPTER 3: BUSINESS MODEL OF LEADERSHIP
Introduction
As churches appeal to the scriptures for guidance, they consider how the
scriptural passages discussed in the previous chapter apply to their approach of leadership
development. The verses in 1 Timothy and Titus describe the qualifications of the
church’s leadership in the first century. As churches seek to apply these same
qualifications to the church’s leadership in their own communities of faith, they explore
what those qualifications look like in their context. When a church considers other
qualifications for their leadership, they also compare these qualifications to those
developed in the Pastoral Epistles as described in the previous chapter. A comparison of
qualifications happens when a church pursues a different understanding of leadership
qualifications such as a business model of leadership for the local church context. This
chapter will explore how the business model of leadership can influence a church’s
understanding of the pastor’s leadership and laity’s leadership. We will also explore how
the business model of leadership is ineffective in guiding churches to transfer lay
leadership successfully to people within the younger generation.
Initially, the chapter will look at the administrative role of the pastor and why
pastors have begun relying on business models to become more effective in the pastorate.
Then as a result the business model can lead the pastor to embracing an identity as a CEO
of a corporation instead of a minster of the Gospel. Next, this chapter will look at the
application of the CEO model of leadership in the context of the church. Lastly, the
application of leadership development through a CEO model will be described as
inadequate to a local church context. Because administration is a vital aspect of the
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pastorate, pastors can use business skills to become more effective in their role as a
pastor, but when the pastor embraces an identity from the CEO model, the pastor is no
longer building up leaders in the church as disciples of Christ. Rather, the CEO model of
the pastor prepares leadership development to focus on sustaining the institution instead
of empowering the church to discern the work of God in their lives and communities.
Before making a distinction between the ministry and administration aspects of
the pastoral role, it must be noted that there is definitely overlap between the two. There
are some administrative aspects of doing ministry, and there are some ministerial aspects
of doing administration. Within the distinction, one ministerial example may be
comforting a family during a time of grief or crisis. One example of similarity is the
pastoral administration of leading a staff meeting. Beyond the distinction, the Sunday
morning worship service reflects both aspects of ministry and administration. The pastor
is doing administration when preparing the bulletin and order of worship, and the pastor
is doing ministry when developing a sermon to preach or prayer to share. As a person
becomes a pastor, he/she must be aware of both aspects of the pastorate and develop
ways to be an effective minister and administrator.
Leadership development can become an example of an area in pastoral leadership
where ministry and administration overlap. When a pastor intentionally develops
relationships with the church, the pastor can do so with the purpose of developing leaders
in the church. The pastor develops personal and collective relationships with the deacon
body to be their friend and pastor, but the pastor also develops these relationships through
a partnership to sense who God is guiding to step into leadership roles. The pastor may
choose to have lunch with the deacon chair to have a relaxing meal, but the pastor also
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has an intentional conversation with the deacon chair to discern who in the congregation
may be effective deacons for the church.
The relationships between the pastor and congregation can lead to developing
leaders in the church through the pastoral ministry of the church and the administrative
work of the church. The pastor may guide a person to selecting people to join a ministry
team of building ramps for people’s homes after health constraints limit people’s abilities
to walk into their home. If the pastor was not focused on developing leadership, the
pastor may create the team himself. Since the pastor seeks to develop leadership in
conjunction with ministry in their community, her task becomes nurturing someone else
to step up into the leadership role. The leadership role of building a wheelchair ramp at
someone’s home is ministry by empowering the person to walk into her house. The role
is also administrative through taking care of the logistics of the team having the necessary
equipment and tools.
The pastor continues leading a congregation, through developing relationships
with the people in the church to sense what God is doing in their life. The pastoral
relationship is not simply about getting things done in the church. The pastoral
relationships in the congregation are also about how the pastor can nudge people in
discerning where God is actively engaged in their life. As a pastor develops trust through
relationships, she can encourage people to pass on leadership opportunities to other
people.
One example of passing on leadership opportunities through the ministry and
administration is the church’s approach to those serving on a committee in the church.
The ministry of a committee is expressed by connecting people’s calling and skills to the
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specific committee they serve. One aspect of the pastoral administration of a committee is
expressed by limiting the number of committees a person can serve on, so that person
does not become too overwhelmed to effectively serve in the work of the committee.
Because the pastoral role includes both administrative and ministerial tasks, the
pastor works within a balance between these two expectations upon the pastorate. When
looking at the ministerial and administrative role of the pastor, there are some examples
where a pastor may choose to focus on the ministry at the detriment of the administration
or choose to focus on the administration at the detriment of the ministry. One example of
a pastor choosing ministry over administration is visiting people in their homes, nursing
homes, or hospital rooms. The select few who receive a visit from the pastor will enjoy
the pastor choosing at that particular time to do ministry instead of administration. But
the pastor’s administrative assistant may become frustrated if the pastor does not return to
the office and complete some administrative tasks that affect her job like completing his
newsletter article and turning in ministerial receipts from the previous month.
On the other side, an example of a pastor choosing administration over ministry is
staying in the church office completing day-to-day tasks like updating the church’s
calendar for the upcoming months and attending meetings. While no pastor will always
navigate the waters between ministry and administration perfectly, a pastor must discern
the relationship between the two within his/her calling as a pastor. If a pastor does not
create a healthy balance between doing ministry and administration, over time the church
and pastor will have difficulty in their shared relationship of doing God’s work through
the church. The pastor may have a good visitation ministry, but people in the church may
have difficulty understanding what activities is going on through the church in the
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upcoming months. Or the pastor may have a well thought out plan and church schedule
for the next six months, but she may not know what is going in the lives of the people
throughout the congregation because she does not spend time with them apart from the
quick hello in the church hallway.

Administrative Role of the Pastorate
When someone senses a calling into the Gospel ministry, he probably does not
think about the administrative side of the pastor’s work. When someone begins taking
seminary classes as a response to a pastoral calling, she probably doesn’t think the class
on administration will be the most helpful. When the same person begins the pastoral
work in a local church, he/she will quickly notice how vital effective administration is to
effective ministry. Each church will have different administrative expectations, but they
all will have administrative expectations.
One administrative task is equipping others to do the work of the church. A pastor
cannot do all the work within a church, and the church is able to have a variety of
ministries through the pastor equipping and empowering others to do God’s work in the
church. A pastor may choose to lead all the prayers in a Sunday morning worship service,
but a pastoral task would be helping others take on the task of leading the congregation in
prayer on Sunday morning.
Bruce Powers defines pastoral administration in his book - Church Administration
Handbook. He states, “Administration is not doing the work yourself, but eliciting,
combining, and guiding the resources of the congregation. Your leadership will be
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multiplied through others.”1 The administrative role of the pastor is not simply doing the
administration of the church but also letting others do administrative tasks throughout the
church. Powers correctly describes church administration through multiplying leadership
through others, so a pastor must develop these administrative skills to be an effective
pastor.
The Apostle Paul described the church as one body with many parts in his Letter
to the Corinthians. Paul wrote:
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the
body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For in the one Spirit we
were all baptized into one body-Jews or Greeks, slaves or free-and we were all
made to drink of one Spirit. Indeed, the body does not consist of one member but
of many.2
When the church is functioning as Paul describes in his letter, the church needs
administration to work effectively because the church is comprised of a group of people
discovering how to work together. There is a chance the pastor may focus too much on
the administration of the church at the detriment of the ministry of the church, but the
solution is not to overlook the administration. Rather, the solution is to use administration
as a means of doing ministry through the church. Many pastors look at resources outside
the church to acquire better administrative skills, and the business world is one such
resource. The business world can effectively help pastors develop administrative skills,
but the business model must not define the role of the pastor for the congregation.
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Business Resources for the Church
Patrick Lencioni’s book, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, is one example of a
good resource in the business world. In his book, Lencioni writes a leadership fable that
reveals his understanding of five dysfunctions that typically paralyze a team. They are:
“absence of trust, fear of conflict, lack of commitment, avoidance of accountability and
inattention of results.”3 In the story, Lencioni’s main character is a CEO who guides her
executive team to become a better team working to overcome these five dysfunctions.
Throughout the book, Lencioni describes how these five dysfunctions prevent many
different teams from working together well.
A church (especially ministry groups within a church) functions much like a
business team. When Lencioni’s book is applied to the church context, there must be
room for the Holy Spirit to work within the different groups of people in the church.
Lencioni’s approach to team development does not mention any role the Holy Spirit may
have in team development, but his approach does leave room for the work of the Holy
Spirit when applied to the church context.
In his fable, Lencioni’s CEO character, Kathyrn states, “Trust is the foundation of
real teamwork. Great teams do not hold back with one another. They are unafraid to air
their dirty laundry. They admit their mistakes, their weaknesses, and their concerns
without fear of reprisal.”4 Lencioni correctly recognizes that teams cannot effectively
work together unless there is a mutual sense of trust among its members. Lencioni’s
insight can also be applied to ministry groups in a church. When a group of people can
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admit their weaknesses with each other and accept each other’s mistakes, trust is
developed, which allows the team to use their energy to accomplish the tasks before
them. As congregations seek to be faithful to their calling as a church, Lencioni can help
them understand how group trust is a vital component of that calling.
Churches embrace their calling by considering what can limit them in fulfilling
that calling. Some people equate Christianity to acting nice, which becomes a hindrance
to developing the trust that Lencioni states is present in effective teams. When responding
to a question, Marilyn McEntyre considered what role nice has in the Christian faith.
McEntyre stated, “‘Nice,’ I told her, ‘is not the point.’ Nice isn’t the same as holy. ‘God
is love’ doesn’t mean ‘God is nice.’ Sometimes God isn’t nice at all - not by our
standards.”5 If nice is the only way a team relates to each other, then they cannot develop
honesty and trust to work through the difficult components of teamwork.
When recognizing how niceness can hinder honest and trustful teamwork, a
healthy approach to teamwork does not result through meanness. Instead, the respect
found in honest and trustworthy teams becomes the foundation of how a team can work
together. At times, it may not be nice to admit and articulate people’s mistakes and
weaknesses. At times, honesty about difficult teamwork dynamics can come across as not
being nice. When ministry groups in a church use niceness to describe how a team works
together, there will come a time the team chooses to act nicely over the importance of
effectively addressing the complex situation before them.
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There are aspects of ministry that necessarily reflect some aspects of a business
approach to church leadership, especially in larger churches. Marlis McCollum states,
“[Laurel] Hallman recalls that it was a consultant who helped clarify this both for herself
and the church's board of directors. Through his teaching, she learned to shift from what
she calls a ‘relational ministry’ to a ‘systemic ministry.’”6 Relational ministry is available
in a smaller congregation, while systemic ministry is necessary for a larger congregation.
Pastors may move from a smaller congregation to a larger congregation, and the
pastoral role and congregational expectations will change. In a larger congregation, the
pastor is not only caring for the congregation, the pastor is also giving oversight to a
multi-person staff and multiple activities and programming. In relational ministry, the
pastor’s primary role would be developing relationships with the congregation. In
systemic ministry, the pastor’s primary role would be developing a system of ministry for
the multi-staff to develop relationships with the congregation. Systemic ministry is
necessary for bigger congregations because the pastor cannot develop a personal
relationship with each person in the congregation, but the pastor can develop a personal
relationship with the staff of the congregation.
Within the pastoral work of a church, a pastor may spend more time with staff and
programming and less time with the congregation as a whole. As a result, the pastor may
find him or herself emphasizing business principles in leading the staff or organization
and focusing time less than before on the spiritual health of the church community. As
churches approach leadership development, they must discern their size and type of
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congregation to determine what type of leadership they need. Churches must also have a
watchful approach to make sure any business principles that are accepted do not prevent
them from empowering the people in the church to see and experience the transforming
presence of Jesus in their life and congregation.
Unfortunately, some pastors look at the business model for new skills, but instead
they discover a new identity as a pastor. Because larger and faithful congregations need
systemic ministry in addition to relational ministry, pastors in these contexts must
develop a new understanding of their pastoral role through a change of doing ministry.
Still, the work of embracing the necessary style of systemic ministry cannot translate into
a new identity as a pastor. One new identity that may show up is by the pastor beginning
to see herself as a CEO of a corporation instead of a minister of the Gospel.
Another good resource for the church is Good to Great: Why Some Companies
Make the Leap ... and Others Don’t by Jim Collins. Throughout the book, Collins
recognizes many good companies, but most good companies are not willing to do the
necessary work to become a great company in their particular field. Collins explores
George Rathmann’s dismal of bureaucracy in the biotechnology company, Amgen.
Collins states, “Rathmann also understood an alternative exists: Avoid bureaucracy and
hierarchy and instead create a culture of discipline. When you put these two
complementary forces together - a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship
- you get a magical alchemy of superior performance and sustained results.”7
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Because churches settle into their decades of traditions, they become comfortable
as a good church instead of discerning how God is guiding them to become a great
presence of Christ in their current context. Collins applies performance and results to a
business model, so churches need to adjust Collins’ insights to understanding
performance and results in the context of pointing people to Christ. As a church adjusts
Collins’ thoughts to congregational life, it can discover the value of exploring their
culture of discipline that prepares people to faithfully follow Christ instead of a church
bureaucracy that can become a hindrance.

CEO Identity in the Church
Understanding the “Pastor as CEO” ministry paradigm is only possible by first
understanding the CEO identity. Stever Robbins states, “The CEO is responsible for the
success or failure of the company. Operations, marketing, strategy, financing, creation of
company culture, human resources, hiring, firing, compliance with safety regulations,
sales, PR, etc.-it all falls on the CEO’s shoulders.”8 One individual makes the decisions
that guide the direction of the company. Within the above definition of a CEO, leadership
development in the business model is about leading people in guiding the company to be
successful. Those people who can guide the company forward to success are nurtured
into leadership positions; those who cannot are overlooked or dismissed.
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A quick read of the stories found in the scriptures reveal that many people chosen
by God were quickly overlooked by society’s standards.9 Reading these stories
demonstrates that the kinds of people God chooses for leadership are not always, or even
often, the kinds we would expect were we to apply business principles alone in our
evaluation of them. In the business model of leadership, it is the person with influence
that is offered an opportunity to become a leader. Many times in the scriptures, it is the
one overlooked that God chooses. Simplifying the difference, the business model of
leadership defines a leader one way, while God as revealed in the scriptures defines a
person’s leadership differently. God looks for people who are lead by the Spirit, while the
business model looks for people with a certain skill set for their particular area of
business.
The story of God choosing David to become the next king of ancient Israel can
unpack the different approaches to an effective leader. An example showing God’s
description of a good leader is revealed in the sixteenth chapter of the 1 Samuel. The
scripture passage states, “The Lord said to Samuel, ‘Do not look on his appearance or on
the height of his stature, because I have rejected him; for the Lord does not see as mortals
see; they look on the outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart.” According to
this text, God looks at a person’s heart, which can be described as his character or her
disposition. The character of a person influences the person’s ability to be guided by
God’s Spirit. If the person is more focused on maintaining a certain skill, then he will
probably not be willing to follow God apart of that particular ability. If a person is more
9
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focused on surrendering to God’s Spirit, then she will develop any necessary skills out of
God’s calling upon her life.
At times, a person’s ability to be considered an effective leader may be
determined quickly by a first impression based on how the person comes across through
an outward expression. When the biblical text describes God’s preference for the
person’s heart, the consideration comes by discovering who the person really is inside
and out. By using a business model of leadership, someone may be quickly dismissed as
a potential leader; while using the biblical model of leadership as described in 1 Samuel,
that same person may be developed into an effective leader because of that person’s
character as a human and child of God.
Unfortunately, pastors and churches at times have not followed God’s biblical
model of choosing people to become leaders. James Bartz states, “[The Anglican
Church’s pattern] for selecting and forming leadership have, with the best of intentions,
fallen into a ‘one-size-fits-all’ pattern. Yet this pattern is not the one demonstrated in the
Scriptures.”10 The push for success can seep into the church, and the church’s approach to
leadership development is a place where it can be revealed. When the church chooses a
‘one-size-fits-all’ pattern for choosing leaders, the church can easily overlook potential
leaders. It is God’s power and grace that invite the most unlikely to discover God’s
calling upon their lives to step up and lead the church in a given moment. If the church
followed the business model’s strict definition of success or failure, the church would not
have the opportunity to see the power of God transform unlikely people into new leaders.
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Because leadership development for the church is about the power of God transferring
people into the leaders, a strict use of the business model cannot be the tool churches use
to transfer lay leadership successfully to people within the younger generation.
When the pastor simplistically accepts a CEO identity, it can become hard for him
to recognize that a business and church have a different definition of success.
Unfortunately, the church at times has accepted a business model’s definition of success
by describing a successful church based on the money in the offering or number of
people in the pews. Jim Collins explores the differences between businesses and churches
and their different approaches to success. Collins states,
The confusion between inputs and outputs stems from one of the primary
differences between business and the social sectors [such as the Church]. In
business, money is both an input (a resource for achieving greatness) and an
output (a measure of greatness). In the social sectors, money is only an input and
not a measure of greatness.11
Without a distinction between inputs and outputs, the church can approach an
understanding of success defined more by business practices than church life. Some
pastors may embrace a CEO identity without discerning what is gained and lost in the
church through such an identity. As a result, the church defines success through its
money as both an input and output. When a pastor or church understands money (or the
number of people in the pews, or the size of the facilities) as an output to measure
success, the church operates more as a business than a community of faith. The output of
the church is the transformation of the congregation through Jesus’ redeeming love,
which empowers their lives to incarnate Christ into the world.
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Business Model of Leadership
The business model of leadership development is expressed by influencing other
people. In Becoming A Person of Influence: How to Positively Impact the Lives of Others,
John Maxwell and Jim Dornan describe how someone can become a person of influence.
They state, “If your desire is to be successful or to make a positive impact on your world,
you need to become a person of influence. Without influence, there is no success. For
example, if you’re a salesperson wanting to sell more of your product, you need to be
able to influence your customers.”12 Within the approach, the salesperson is only
influencing the customer so a product is purchased. All salespeople do not only care
about a sale, but the approach does imply that a sale is the ultimate goal. There are some
salespeople who genuinely care about other people regardless of making a sale, but that
type of relationship moves beyond the role of a salesperson. The primary role of a
salesperson is to make a sale, and by reading Maxwell and Dornan’s book, the
salesperson can learn how to be a better salesperson by becoming a person of influence.

Business Model of Leadership Applied to the Pastorate
Maxwell and Dornan continue their thought and connect it to the role of a pastor.
They state, “If you’re a pastor, your ability to reach people and grow your church
depends on your influence within your congregation.”13 Within the same paragraph, the
authors share the examples of the salesperson and pastor as needing to become people of
influence to be effective in their profession. The assumption of these two professions
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acting similar in their need to be people of influence demonstrates how the business
model of leadership development is not applicable in the church’s context.
Maxwell and Dornan assume that the health of a church is based on the pastor’s
ability to reach people and grow the church. They leave no room for the work of the Holy
Spirit in people’s lives or community to reach people and grow the church. There is a
little bit of truth in their statement as the pastor does have influence over the
congregation, but the pastor’s influence cannot be the basis of the church’s existence or
the church’s ability to maintain effectiveness. There is a significant difference between a
salesperson trying to influence someone to buy a vacuum cleaner and a pastor trying to
influence someone to discover how God is working in her life.
Like John Maxwell, Stephen Covey has been a significant shaper of the business
model of leadership development. In his book, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,
Covey distinguishes between leadership and management. “While leadership decides
what ‘first things’ are, it is management that puts them first, day-by-day, moment-bymoment. Management is discipline, carrying it out.” Covey continues, “Discipline
derives from disciple - disciple to a philosophy, disciple to a set of principles, disciple to
a set of values, disciple to an overriding purpose, to a superordinate goal or a person who
represents that goal.”14 Covey’s distinction between leadership and management is
helpful as management guides where the leadership wants to go. The leadership develops
a specific goal, and it is the role of management to adjust the work to make the specific
goal a priority for the organization.
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While Covey’s approach to leadership is helpful, his approach to discipleship is
not applicable to a church’s context. Covey uses leadership to guide people to perform
specific actions or goals. Covey uses discipleship to guide people to a set philosophy or
principles to believe. Christian discipleship is not about accepting a philosophy of life.
The church is about discipleship to Christ and not a disciple to a principle, goal, or even a
person who represents a Christian goal. If the church equated Jesus’ ministry to his
teachings, then Covey’s understanding of discipleship would apply to the church, but
Jesus’ ministry is more than his teachings. Being a disciple of Christ is not about
accepting rules or principles that Jesus established in the first century. The church’s
discipleship to Christ is a living dynamic relationship with God, and Covey’s habit of
putting first things first does not give room to a living dynamic relationship within the
influence of leadership development for the church.
In the same section of the book, Convey continues his understanding of
discipleship. Convey states, “In other words, if you are an effective manager of yourself,
your discipline comes from within; it is a function of your independent will. You are a
disciple, a follower, of your own deep values and their source.”15 Each of the seven habits
throughout the book comes as a disciple of oneself. According to Convey, highly
effective people look inward to one’s own values and create life habits through one’s own
understanding and ability. Effective people are those can effectively manage themselves.
Convey’s approach is counter-intuitive to the Gospel truth portrayed in the person and
teachings of Jesus. In his teachings, Jesus continues to point people away from
themselves and to God; discipleship to Christ is about surrendering to God. Convey’s
15
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discipleship is looking inward to self, while Christ’s discipleship is looking outward to
God.
Convey does recognize the need to rely on God to reach the potential of human
nature, but he still has a focus on principles instead of God. Convey states,
I believe that there are parts to human nature that cannot be reached by either
legislation or education, but require the power of God to deal with. I believe that
as human beings, we cannot be perfect ourselves. To the degree to which we align
ourselves with correct principles, divine endowments will be released within our
nature in enabling us to fulfill the measure of our creation.16
Through the Gospel, disciples of Jesus align themselves with Jesus, while Convey wants
people to align themselves with correct principles to become effective people. Still others
see Convey’s leadership insights applicable to the church. R. Scott Colglazier in his
article, “The Holy Grail of Leadership: Thoughts on the Seven Habits of Stephen
Convey,” is one such person. Colglazier states, “Transformation, by necessity, is a deep
experience of the heart. More than cosmetics or decorations, change comes about through
the recovery of inner vision and clarification of life values.”17 When Colglazier embraces
Convey’s thinking about transformation, he does so through an inward focus and outlook.
An inward focus is contrary to the Gospel because the Gospel is about looking to Christ
for transformation. The Gospel does communicate a deep change of the person’s heart,
but it does so through the redeeming power of Christ instead of an inner vision.
Colglazier continues, “The leadership challenge before the church is one of inner
quality and personal change based upon principles which carry an energy of depth and
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authenticity.”18 Similar to Convey, Colglazier understands leadership development
through principles. If a person has the right principles, then that person can become an
effective leader for the church. There is a leadership challenge before the church of inner
quality and personal change, but the focus must be upon Jesus, and both Convey and
Colglazier overlook Christ’s role in personal and collective transformation. In the
Christian faith, transformation happens through a living and dynamic relationship based
on repentance through Christ’s redeeming love. Instead of transformation through a
living and dynamic relationship, the business model that Convey and Colglazier adopts
for a church context is based on a philosophy of thinking and an inner outlook.

The Pastor as CEO
When pastors easily adapt a business model of leadership to the detriment of their
ministry, they become so focused on the church as an institution they forget the church’s
identity found in Christ as a community of faith nurturing people into a relationship with
God. In the first paragraph of Seven Things They Don’t Teach You In Seminary, John
Killinger states, “Most large churches aren’t really part of a dedicated Christian
movement, they are only secular institutions.”19 His observation is exemplified by
looking at what people commonly think of when they hear the word ‘church’ - a building.
It is a building with offices for the paid staff, a kitchen and fellowship hall to have meals,
a sanctuary and pulpit before which to sing songs and hear a sermon. The list is not bad
in itself, but it cannot be used to define what is needed in sharing the Gospel message.
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The list defines an institution. To the contrary, a church is not just a building or merely an
institution. Instead, a church becomes a group of people sharing life with each other and
God that empowers them to join in God’s redeeming work in the world through a variety
of practices and experiences.
Killinger continues his argument of how the church has become a secular
institution by the church’s changing understanding of the pastor’s role as primarily that of
a CEO rather than a spiritual leader. As an example, he looks at Dr. James W. Fifield,
Jr.’s tenure as the pastor of the First Congregational Church of Los Angeles, California
from 1935 through 1967. He states, “Fifield was a CEO, not a true Christian pastor.
That’s the long and short of it.”20 Killinger was able to understand how FCC of LA
developed an understanding of the pastor’s role from Dr. Fifield’s tenure and his own
time as their pastor for three years. During Fifeld’s tenure, the church prospered greatly
as a ‘successful’ church. When Fifeld came to the church, it was $70,000 in debt, and he
was able to guide them to pay it off in less than seven years (shortly after the Great
Depression affected the American economy). At the present, that church still sees the
pastor’s role first as a CEO; the first sentence describing their current pastor states the
pastor’s role as such. It reads, “As Senior Minister, Dr. Colglazier functions as the CEO
of our organization.”21
When a church or pastor chooses to embrace a particular approach or identity of
the pastorate, they both must be aware of what is gained and at lost by that approach.
When the pastor becomes a successful CEO, the church may have large numbers of
20
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people and significant amounts of money, but the church may also no longer focus on
mission and ministry at the forefront. be able to care for people in a time of a crisis.
When the pastor’s energy and abilities are fully applied to the business side of the church,
the pastor cannot intentionally connect to people by helping them see where God is in
their lives. David Berger in, “The SP as CEO, CFO, CPO, COO....” states:
In these latter days, we Lutherans are inclined to display a certain hubris in
thinking that means and methods developed in the business world or by other
church bodies can be, if necessary, stripped of their objection-able accouterments,
i.e., "Lutheranized," and practiced in pure and neutral ways in the parish.
Unfortunately, means and ends are often inextricably interwoven.22
Berger correctly recognizes that the means of describing the pastor as a CEO leads to the
focus of the pastor upon the number of people in the pews and amounts of money in the
offering plate instead of the people in the congregation and community whose lives are
transformed into Christ. The business model and spiritual model of leadership in the
church do not have to be mutually exclusive, but if the pastor is seen as a CEO, the
business model is emphasized at the detriment of the spiritual model.
Also, when the pastor embraces a CEO identity, the pastor often finds him or
herself placed on a pedestal by the congregation. That is in an unhealthy position for any
leader. The pastor is thereafter regarded as someone different, leading to a different type
of relationship with God. The difference is created through a chasm between the pastoral
and the laity of the congregation. The person in the pew becomes the normal person
struggling to understand God and follow God, while the pastor is seen as the person who
understands God and follows God.
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There is a mystery of the Christian faith and that mystery continues in the
relationship of following Christ. The sacred texts of the Christian faith were written from
different cultures, different languages, and different periods of time. Because of these
types of differences, there are moments following Christ can be complicated. When the
church understands the pastoral identity upon a pedestal, the pastoral role in the church
sustains the complication of following Christ instead of empowering people to follow
Christ.
Placing a person on a pedestal implies there are two approaches to doing
something. Specifically, the common person cannot do something the same way the
person on the pedestal can, and many times, there is the assumption to the person on the
pedestal doing it the correct way. The difference is carried over to the distinction between
the clergy and laity in a congregation. The clergy become those on a pedestal with a
better relationship with God, while the laity cannot attain the better type of relationship
with God. A pedestal approach to the pastorate assumes that normal people struggle in
their sin and their ability to faithfully follow Christ, while the pastor does not struggle in
sin and is always faithfully in following Christ. As the pastor preaches and teaches about
a life surrendered to Christ, the congregation may inadvertently believe that relationship
with God is only possibly for the clergy and not the laity.23
At a conference in October 2011, Dr. Trevor Hudson built upon the realization of
difference between the pastor and church. During his workshops, Hudson described a
problem with the current understanding of the pastorate as a profession, and countered
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with an articulation and practice of the Christian faith as friendship.24 When the pastor is
regarded as a CEO, she may be seen as a professional with whom people cannot relate.
When the pastor is seen as a friend, he becomes a person the congregation can relate to.
The difference does not imply that the pastor should not be professional in his role as a
pastor. The difference implies that the pastor should not allow her professionalism to
become a barrier between herself and the congregation working together to faithfully
follow Christ.

Two Models of Functioning for the Church
In his book, So Beautiful, Leonard Sweet helps the church leaders understand the
leadership model from which they use. He demonstrates how the church can function
from two main perspectives using the acronyms MRI and APC. He describes the church
as “[an] MRI church where ‘M’ = Missional, ‘R’ = Relational, and ‘I’ = Incarnational. In
APC church (also dubbed the ‘ABC Church’: Attendance, Building, Cash), ‘A’ stands for
Attractional, ‘P’ for Propositional, and ‘C’ for Colonial.”25 A useful way to describe the
difference between these two models of functioning for the church is to look at the
church’s focus. The MRI church has a focus that looks outward, while the APC church
has focus that looks inward. The MRI church goes forth in the community meeting
people where they are in life. The APC church stays still expecting people to come to
where they are in life. A relational church is about building relationships in the different
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contexts and places of a community. A MRI church may go to a local school and develop
relationships with the teachers by working in their classrooms. A propositional church is
about establishing propositions to have correct thinking and understanding about life. An
APC church may offer classes to help people develop the best understanding of who God
is. The MRI church establishes relationships with their community to discover who God
is and how God is working in their community.
Throughout the book, Sweet reveals the downfall of American Christianity as a
result of the church functioning from the APC perspective instead of the MRI perspective
like the church was created to do. When a pastor allows the work of administration to
overshadow the church’s ministry, he is working through the APC approach. When a
pastor embraces an identity as a CEO through a focus on the business model of
leadership, he is working through the APC approach. When a church thinks about their
style of music in the worship as a way to draw people into the church, they are doing so
from Sweet’s APC perspective of the church. In contrast, a pastor discovers his identity
through Christ as a minister of the Gospel by working from the MRI approach for the
church.
Within many churches, there is an understanding of success that becomes defined
through the church’s numbers of attendance, building and cash. Since there are aspects of
the church that are attractional, propositional, and colonial, they cannot be removed from
the church, but these aspects do define the church nor guide the church in doing ministry.
If a church spends more energy maintaining a building than ministering to the needs of
their local community, the business model of church life has crept into the identity of the
church. When the church spends more effort learning about their community and
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responding to their local context through targeted ministry, the church model of
spiritually comes to the forefront of congregational life. When doing ministry is the basis
for the pastor’s role and identity, the pastor can help the church discover how to operate
from the MRI perspective.
The difference between the MRI church and the APC church can be explored
through an emphasis where the church functions. In many churches today, the default
function for the church is atttractional, propositional, and colonial. Churches seek to be
attractional by creating programs and activities to get people to come to a function at the
church. In contrast, churches can become missional by getting the people of the church to
go out into the community and meet people outside the programs and activities of the
church. Churches seek to be propositional by creating an expectation that a follower of
Jesus is about believing the right ideas against wrong thinking. In contrast, churches can
become relational by creating the space that church life is primarily about the
relationships people develop with God, with themselves, and with each other. Churches
seek to be colonial by establishing their way of life through their attractions and
propositions, which leads to them expecting others to find God the same way. In contrast,
churches can become incarnational by establishing a way of life that affirms God’s
presence through Christ everywhere and becoming that presence through the work of the
Holy Spirit.
The APC church flourished under a CEO paradigm of leadership because the role
of the pastor was to get more people in the church (attendance) to create better facilities
(building), which leads to greater financial stability (cash), which is why Leonard Sweet
also describes the ABC church as attendance, building, and cash. The CEO of a
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corporation can focus on the next quarter earnings, and the CEO of a church can focus on
the upcoming month’s attendance and cash flow. When the pastor and leadership of a
church directs their attention to the ABC numbers of the church, there is less room for
their efforts to focus on the work of the Holy Spirit in their lives and community. When
the pastor and leadership of the church directs their attention to relationships, they focus
on their own relationship with God and in turn the church’s collective relationship with
God. When relationships become the focus, the church develops a ministry-minded focus.
The church may have a family visit the church or meet someone in the
congregation. The APC church might look at them and begin thinking about their tithe in
the offering plate or their ability to teach a Sunday school class. The MRI church will
look at them and know that God is working in their lives and seek to learn who they are,
so they can join God in that work under God’s guidance in them joining that community
of faith at a particular time. When churches look at people through the MRI perspective
instead of the APC perspective, they become better equipped to transfer lay leadership
successfully to people within the younger generation. Leadership development becomes
an expression of relationships in the church instead of goals to obtain.

Conclusion
Currently, many pastors are looking at business models to help them acquire
necessary skills to handle the administrative responsibilities of the pastorate. Doing so
can be positive if it assists men and women to become more effective pastors in the
church. It is counterproductive to ministry; however, when the pastors become more like
administrators than ministers.
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Many times the pastor may become more of a CEO of the church as an
organization than a minister in the body of Christ. The identity the pastor chooses to
operate from will lead him to approach leadership development from two perspectives.
When the pastor operates more as a CEO, leadership development is limited to a narrow
understanding of who can become a leader based on what the person can give to move
the church forward in a particular direction of success. When the pastor operates more as
a minister, leadership development is expanded to a broader understanding of who can
become a leader based on how God is working in the community of faith collectively and
in people’s lives specifically. There is a business side of the church as the church operates
as an institution, but that side cannot define the church or the pastor or the leadership
development in the church will suffer as ministry will not be in the heart of the
congregation.

CHAPTER 4: BIFURCATION OF SPIRITUALITY
Introduction
In the previous chapter, we explored the business model of congregational life.
Specifically, the chapter considered the implications of the church using the business
model to define how the church functions and the pastor’s role of administrative work at
the detriment of a ministerial calling. The distinction between the two can also be
explored through one’s approach to spirituality. An unhealthy exploration would be
implying one’s spirituality is expressed in the ministerial calling, while the administrative
task of the church or pastor is not connected to one’s spirituality. The unhealthy
exploration would divide the person into two sections - the spiritual life and the other life.
When the business model is defined through a clear distinction of the spiritual life, a
person creates a bifurcation of one’s spirituality.
This chapter will explore how people typically bifurcate the spiritual life from the
rest of life. Responding to the bifurcation of a spiritual life, the church must develop a
more holistic approach to life by incorporating the spiritual life as interwoven with all
aspects of life. First, the chapter will reveal an understanding of the spiritual life, and
next, it will describe the development of the non-spiritual life and how this bifurcation is
an unhealthy approach to life. Next, the chapter will describe the role of clergy in church
life and how the distinction between the clergy and laity of a congregation leads to the
bifurcation of a spiritual life. Then a person can develop an approach to life that
expresses one’s spirituality as interconnected within all aspects of life. Lastly, living a
holistic life will be recognized as necessary but difficult.
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An Understanding of the Spiritual Life
In her book, Soul at Work, Margaret Benefiel describes the definition of
spirituality as “the human spirit, fully engaged.”1 Benefiel is here adopting a definition of
spirituality well within the mainstream of Christian thinkers writing on the subject.2 From
her understanding, a person is fully engaged by living a full life through one’s
spirituality. Benefiel continues her perspective about spirituality as she states, “This book
assumes that humans are inherently spiritual.”3 Benefiel argues all people are spiritual
and engage the human spirit at some level. Throughout the book, Benefiel applies
spirituality to organizations by looking at how particular organizations reflect spirituality
in their day-to-day operations. Within Benefiel’s framework, spirituality is an aspect of
life, but some companies choose to function more from spiritual perspectives, while
others do not.
According to Benefiel, the first half of the spiritual journey is about self-building
through met needs, while the second half of the journey is about self-emptying through
transformation.4 A person begins to reflect upon his life and notices something is
missing. A person achieves great professional success, but he still has a longing. People
in these situations may begin a spiritual quest to find themselves. Once upon the journey,
the traveling begins to take a new shift. A person begins the journey seeking one thing
and ends the journey by obtaining something else. A person may chase a certain type of
1
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success and afterwards develop a new understanding of success. One example is the shift
of thinking from defining success through material wealth to the thinking of defining
success through making an impact upon people within a variety of relationships. The
spiritual life becomes a movement of self-centeredness to being focused away from the
self.

The Bifurcation of the Spiritual Life
When Benefiel is describing the journey of the spiritual life, she is not comparing
the first half to the second half, so she has not led into a bifurcation of the spiritual life.
Benefiel is simply dividing spiritual transformation into two sections. Benefiel states, “Of
course most believers glimpse this place, [the second half of the journey], and live in it
briefly, then slip back into a more ego-centered place.”5 While a less ego-centered place
of the soul is the result of spiritual formation, spiritual transformation is not a one-time
event. A two-tier spiritual journey can lead to spiritual maturity, but it can also divide the
person’s life into two aspects, the spiritual and non-spiritual.
While Benefiel does not create a bifurcation of the spiritual life, developing two
sections of spiritual transformation can unintentionally create it. When the first section is
limited to the person’s needs, these needs may primarily reflect a non-spiritual aspect of
life. When the second section is limited to the person’s transformation, the transformation
can create a distinct separate spiritual quality. Through that perspective, spiritual maturity
becomes the movement from the non-spiritual needs of the body to the spiritual
transformation of the soul. When this perspective defines spirituality as moving from
5
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non-spiritual to the spiritual, the human life becomes compartmentalized because a
person’s life divides into the spiritual and non-spiritual.
In his classic book, Christ & Culture, Richard Niebuhr considers different
approaches to the relationship between the Christian faith and the culture in which one
lives. Niebuhr defines Christ as “the Christ who exercises authority over Christians or
whom Christians accept as authority is the Jesus Christ of the New Testament; and that
this is a person with definite teachings, a definite character, and a definite fate.”6 Niebuhr
continues, “For the Jesus Christ of the New Testament is in our actual history, in history
as we remember and live it, as it shapes our present faith and action.”7 When a follower
of Jesus develops his relationship with the world in which he lives, he begins with the
person of Jesus in history and how Jesus as a person has shaped humanity’s
understanding of our relationship with God. Niebuhr correctly articulates the Christian
faith is based on the historical Jesus and our understanding of Christ begins with Jesus’
revelation of God as shared in the New Testament.
For Niebuhr, culture is “the ‘artificial, secondary environment’ which man
superimposes on the natural. It comprises language, habits, ideas, beliefs, customs, social
organization, inherited artifacts, technical processes, and values.”8 Culture is the lens in
which people use to see the world. Babies are born into a culture, and it through that
culture given to them they interpret the world. As a person matures into adulthood, she
can discover other cultures to interpret the world, but she will always have the culture of
6
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her childhood as the default understanding of the world. Throughout the book, Niebuhr
considers whether a person’s understanding of Christ influences his understanding of his
culture or whether a person’s understanding of his culture influences his understanding of
Christ. Each approach that Niebuhr considers leans towards one of these two
understandings of influence. For Niebuhr, each Christian has to decide how much of
one’s culture will influence one’s understanding of Christ and practice of the Christian
faith.
In his book, Rethinking Christ and Culture: A Post-Christendom Perspective,
Craig Carter unpacks the assumptions in Niebuhr’s book, such as the assumptions of
Christendom within the church. Carter states, “Christendom is a series of compromises
made by the church with the world so that the offense of Jesus Christ is watered down,
mitigated, and obscured to the point that the world is satisfied that the church is no longer
foreign and dangerous.”9 Scholars debate how Christendom developed and the time it
took, but the journey into Christendom can be understood to begin roughly around 313
C.E. with the Edict of Milan that ended the persecution of Christians to Christendom
finalized roughly around 528 C.E. when Emperor Justinian made it illegal for Roman
citizens to not be Christians.10 Christendom developed because of the church’s new
political presence and power within the new Christian Roman Empire, and the bifurcation
of the spiritual life has sustained Christendom throughout the centuries, especially in
American life. When people began to separate their spiritual lives, they accepted the
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compromises that led the church to no longer act as ‘foreign and dangerous’ like Carter
described above.
Within American society, the Christian faith was given a separate space in life
that can easily be controlled and manipulated for one’s own comfort. Christendom
blessed that separation because it gave the church a place of influence in American
society. Because Christians were now welcomed to places of influence, the church began
to overlook the demanding aspects of the Christian faith. One example is Jesus telling a
young ruler to sell all his possessions and give the money to the poor.11 Through the
bifurcation of our spirituality, we interpret the scriptural text two ways. We contextualize
the text to make it be about that one individual from the time of Christ, or we spiritualize
the text to keep it separate from the possessions in our home and life. The spiritual life
becomes what we do in the church building, and the rest of life, like our material wealth,
becomes a separate compartment. Up until people like Carter and others considered a
Post-Christendom perspective, Christendom has flourished through the bifurcation of our
spirituality.
Within the bifurcation, a person’s actions can also be limited to one section of the
individual. Through the compartmentalization of the human, a person’s actions at work
can become limited to the non-spiritual side, while how the person’s acts at church
becomes the only time for the spiritual side to be considered. The only exception is how a
person behaves in the community when his pastor or someone else from the church is
present. The compartmentalization of life becomes expressed by the same person acting
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in different ways depending on who she is around, and the deciding factor defined by the
person’s approach to the spiritual life.
The distinction between the body as non-spiritual and the soul as spiritual has
been around since the period of ancient philosophy in Plato and Aristotle. Through the
bifurcation of the spiritual life, the distinction has also continued into our current
thinking. Plato describes death as the separation of the soul from the body. In Plato’s
work Phaedo, Socrates asks one of his students, Simmias, “Then doesn’t purification turn
out to be the parting of the soul from the body as far as possible, and the habituating of it
to assemble and gather itself together, away from every part of the body, alone by itself,
and to live, so far as it can, both in the present and in the hereafter, released from the
body?” [Then Simmias answers], “Yes indeed.”12
Aristotle also supports a body and soul distinction. Aristotle states, “Thus that in
the soul which is called thought (by thought I mean that whereby the soul thinks and
judges) is, before it thinks, not actually any real thing. For this reason it cannot
reasonably be regarded as blended with the body.”13 Several centuries later, Rene
Descartes had a similar understanding between the relationship between the body and
soul. Descartes states, “When one knows how different [the souls of beasts and the souls
of humans] are, one understands much better the arguments which prove that our souls is
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of a nature entirely independent of the body.”14 A brief inquiry into the philosophical
understanding of the body and the soul throughout the centuries demonstrate a
dichotomous relationship between the body and soul, which continues to exist today. As
a result, that dichotomy has led to a compartmentalization of the person and to a
bifurcation of a person’s spirituality.
Joel Green examines the influence of the body/soul dichotomy upon Christian
thought by challenging the separation of a person’s spiritual life. In his article, “Three
Exegetical Forays into the Body-Soul Discussion,” Green refers to his previous book Body, Soul, and Human Life. In the article, Green states,
[The book] was an attempt to undercut the assumption that human beings must be
understood in dualist terms by urging that this assumption is generally not
supported in the Christian Scriptures. [His initial reaction was] to observe that we
are so accustomed to a dualist reading of these texts that we fail to see
immediately or even entertain how they might make sense within a monist
anthropology.15
Then Green considers three specific New Testament texts that are typically interpreted as
dualistic in nature and argues how these text are interpreted through a single view or
understanding about the essence of a person.16 Green correctly recognizes the default of
reading the New Testament is a dualistic reading, so the default understanding of the
Christian person is a dualistic perspective.
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Parker Palmer describes how easily life can become compartmentalized. In his
book, A Hidden Wholeness, Palmer refers to a particular CEO who lived a separated life.
He states,
[A CEO spoke with words as an expert] at ‘compartmentalizing’ - a much-prized
capacity in many lines of work but at bottom no more than a six-syllable name for
the divided life. Few of us share the speaker’s fate, but many of us already share
his expertise: we developed it at school, where ethics, like most subjects, tends to
be taught in ways that leave our inner lives untouched.17
Childhood and adolescence is the time many people develop a sense of their identity.
Children and adolescents learn how easy it is to be one type of person around their
friends and another type of person around their family. Students learn how to become
different people themselves around the different people in their lives. During this way of
life, people have difficulty in discovering who they truly are. Palmer correctly reveals
that to succeed in life a person needs a compartmentalized life. As a result, formal
education teaches from the assumption of a compartmentalized life, which leads to a
person’s true self, the inner life, overlooked in the classroom. When the studies of the
classroom become inadequate, the students leave their formal education assuming a
compartmentalized life is the reality in which they need to live.
Another way people sustain the bifurcation of the spiritual life is to define
spirituality by what it is not. In January 2012, Jefferson Bethke wrote a poem to highlight
the difference between Jesus and false religion; he then posted it as a video on YouTube.
In one section, Bethke writes,
Because the problem with religion is that it never gets to the core. It’s just
behavior modification, like a long list of chores. Let’s dress up the outside, make
17
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things look nice and neat. It’s funny that’s what they do to mummies, while the
corpse rots underneath.18
Bethke equates religion to making a person look good on the outside, while ignoring the
inside. In his type of thinking, religion leads to the separation of the spiritual life through
an an outward emphasis of a person. For many there is an emphasis on outward
appearances, but the outwards aspect of religion does not create the bifurcation of the
spiritual life, instead it is an expression of an already established compartmentalization of
a person’s spirituality.
The problem is not religion but the spiritual bifurcation. While some religious
practices might lead to an emphasis on the outside, it is not always the case. People can
practice the Christian faith within a bifurcation of the spiritual life, or they can practice
the Christian faith within a holistic understanding of their spirituality. Using religion to
only focus on one aspect of life will lead to spiritual bifurcation. Using religion to
embrace all of life prevents people from approaching their spirituality through
bifurcation. The deeper problem is how religious practices can reflect the bifurcation of
the spiritual life. Bethke is correct that following religion can become a distinct
expression of one’s spirituality, but the distinction does not have to result in a religion
naturally implying an unhealthy approach to God. Distinguishing religion from the
spiritual life is not the cause of an unhealthy spirituality but a result of practicing an
unhealthy spirituality.
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The Clergy and Laity Distinction in the Church
Within the church, people are divided into two specific classifications - the clergy
and the laity.19 The clergy are those who are ordained and take on the role of pastor or
minister in the congregation. The laity includes everyone in the congregation except the
pastor or minister. While denominations have different understandings of the role for the
pastor or minister, most denominations in the Christian faith commonly set people apart
for the pastoral role. Walter Shurden explores the Baptist understanding of a common
person’s role in the congregation, which is known as the Priesthood of All Believers.
Shurden states, “Every believer is on equal footing with every other believer in the local
Baptist church. No pastor has official or constituted authority to ‘rule over’ anybody in a
Baptist congregation. Because all Christians are priests before all Christians have the
freedom and the responsibility to minister in the name of Christ.”20 Shurden is correct
that in a Baptist congregation there is no individual who has authority over others purely
by virtue of holding a particular title or office, but he is incorrect that every believer is on
equal footing.
Shurden’s understanding of Baptist theology is correct, but at times that correct
theology does not influence how people are viewed in the congregation. In practice, there
is a significant difference between the clergy and laity of a congregation. Theologically,
all people are equal before God, but practically, many churches place the pastor on a
different level before God, specifically above themselves. Churches can assert one thing
theologically and in practice operate inconsistently with their stated theology. Churches
19
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easily do not practice what they preach. They do so by stating all people are equal before
God and at the same time create a division through their understanding of the pastor’s
standing before God in comparison to the laity’s standing before God. The division
happens through the assumption that pastors are more spiritual or holy before God than
anyone else in the congregation.
Through an emphasis upon leadership, churches begin to direct their attention
upon the clergy of their church, especially the pastor.21 Emphasizing the pastoral role
happens when churches expect the pastor to have all the answers and nothing transpires
in the church apart from the pastor’s involvement. A quick look at a church’s worship
service will reveal how much a church relies on the pastor each Sunday morning. When
the church’s main activity transpires on Sunday morning, and the pastor overseeing the
Sunday morning worship is the person who is in front on the congregation the most, the
pastor’s work becomes the main expression of the church.
Then churches will typically consider their work to be an expression of God’s
presence and activity through the pastor’s work. God’s presence becomes mostly
understood in the context of a worship service because a select few, the pastoral staff,
leads the worship experience. All other work in the church, specifically the work of the
laity, becomes secondary or understood as support for the pastoral work. With the focus
on the pastor, a distinction is created between the work of the pastor (including the
pastoral staff) and the rest of the congregation.
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The understanding that ‘every believer is on equal footing’ before God is a
product of the Protestant Reformation. In the spring 2010 publication of the Westminster
Theological Journal, Mark Rogers explores the change of thought in the church through
the development of Martin Luther’s doctrine - the Priesthood of All Believers. Rogers
states, “[Before the Reformation], the clergy was closer to God and was needed to help
the lay people draw near to Christ. Luther sought to demolish the barriers of the church,
priesthood, and sacraments through the rest of 1520 by arguing that all Christians are
priests.”22 Like Shurden, Rogers also affirms that all people are equal before God, which
is an essential doctrine of the Protestant Reformation. Also, like Shurden, Rogers is
incorrect to think the Priesthood of All Believers implies there is no distinction between
the clergy and laity of a congregation.
Reggie McNeal recognizes the unhealthiness of the clergy/laity distinction in the
church. McNeal states, “The clergy-laity distinction has cultivated for centuries a
qualitative separation that militates against broad-based ministry. Ministry empowerment
has been reserved to a few.”23 Through the influence of the Protestant Reformation, there
became a strong sense of anticlericalism, which was expressed through the role of the
laity in the church. “The debate between Anabaptists and reformers over the nature of
ministry quickly became a conflict over the roles and responsibilities of laypeople within
the local congregation.”24 The reformers responded to the clerical abuse of the Catholic
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Church with a strong sense of anticlericalism. The Protestant Reformation questioned the
authority of the Catholic Church hierarchy by questioning the role of the ordained priests,
which led to the development of an understanding of the Priesthood of All Believers.
While Martin Luther developed the Priesthood of All Believers doctrine by
arguing all Christians are priests, Luther did not see all people in the congregation
equally. Jonathan Grieser explores Luther’s influence on the creation of a Protestant
clergy through Luther’s response to the Anabaptists. Grieser states, “Luther had a great
deal to say about the clergy’s role in guarding against illegal preachers. The clergy were
obligated to instruct the laity, to arm them against heresy. Ministers had to teach the
people the characteristics and obligations of Christian ministers so that the people would
have a standard against which to judge the Anabaptists.”25 If one group’s role is to guard
another group of people from heresy or incorrect thinking and practice, there cannot be
equality between the two groups because the validity of one group’s thinking is based on
the acceptance of another group.
The power of authority is limited to one group, which implies the other group is
secondary. According to Luther, one task of the clergy is to help laity accept which
thinking is heresy and which thinking is not; therefore, he is implying that the laity
cannot distinguish between heresy and orthodoxy without the help of the clergy.
Throughout the centuries from the Protestant Reformation, there continues to be
distinction between clergy and laity. Theologically, many Protestant churches equate both
the clergy and laity before God, but practically, the church has a separate understanding
of both the function and status for their clergy.
25
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A healthy distinction between clergy and laity of the church is based on function.
The clergy and laity function differently in the church. Some examples of how the clergy
function in the church is leading the administration of the sacraments and preaching a
message to the congregation. A person also functions as the pastor by offering pastoral
care for families in crisis. The laity are not denied the ability to offer pastoral care or to
preach, but these roles can be given to the pastor with a healthy perspective. Beyond a
healthy distinction, some pastors are given a separate status in the church. When the
pastor is given a distinct status before God and the church, it becomes an unhealthy
understanding of the clergy and laity distinction.
The unhealthy distinction becomes expressed where the pastor is seen as one who
has a spiritual life by virtue of the job he is paid for, while the congregation, who work in
so-called ‘secular’ careers, do not. When the pastor is considered closer to God or who
has a stronger spirituality, the influence of the unhealthy distinction expresses the
church’s understanding of the spiritual life. The bifurcation of the spiritual life also
comes from an inaccurate understanding of the pastor’s status in the church. The church
develops an inaccurate understanding of the pastor by defining his identity on his
function in the congregation rather than his identity on his relationship with Christ.
Because the pastor’s function in the church is to reveal the presence of God in the
activities and rituals of the church, churches incorrectly connect the pastor’s identity to
that role.
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The Spiritual Life Interwoven into All Aspects of Life
One step in connecting the spiritual life to all aspects of life is affirming the
interwoven relationship between the spirit and body. In his book, The Spirit of
Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives, Dallas Willard states, “The
spiritual and the bodily are by no means opposed in human life - they are complementary.
We here explicitly disown and condemn any suggestion to the contrary, because it is the
spiritual life alone that makes possible fulfillment of bodily existence - and hence human
existence.”26 Willard recognizes all of life must incorporate a person’s spirituality. The
very definition of a human is an affirmation of spirituality. Palmer has a similar
understanding of what it means to be human. Palmer states,
Philosophers haggle about what to call this core of our humanity, but I am no
strickler for precision. Thomas Merton called it true self. Buddhists call it original
nature or big self. Quakers call it the inner teacher or the inner light. Hasidic Jews
call it a spark of the divine. Humanists call it identity and integrity. In popular
parlance, people often call it soul.27
Stephen Pattison also defines humanity though the expression of one’s spirituality
in all aspects of life. While Pattison does not affirm an understanding of spirituality
within a religious tradition, he does approach spirituality from a universal humanist
approach. Pattison, interacting with social anthropologist Daniel Miller and his book The
Comfort of Things, writes, “Altogether then, Miller’s work can be taken as a cue for
understanding spirituality as the experience and management of all kinds of different
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sorts and varieties of relationships.”28 According to Pattison and Miller, spirituality is the
aspect of humanity that enjoys and develops personal relationships. Despite not having a
religious perspective about spirituality, Pattison and Miller do have a universal approach
to spirituality in all of life.
People from a variety of backgrounds affirm the essential connection between the
soul and body by the human life defined as a spiritual person. The bifurcation of the
spiritual life from the human life is contrary to the definition of what it means to be fully
human. When people integrate their spirituality into their whole life, that person becomes
defined through all aspects of his life. When people compartmentalize their spirituality,
that person becomes defined by distinct aspects of life that can attribute one expression of
life to the spiritual and another expression to the non-spiritual. Also, people may affirm a
holistic understanding of spirituality and yet still have difficulty living an integrated life
because it takes intentional, hard work to integrate one’s life. In their very minds, they
understand how human life is defined as spiritual, but the understanding becomes
difficult to follow through in daily life.

The Difficulty of a Holistic Life
In her article, “Hardworking Sloths: How Busyness Can Disguise Spiritual
Laziness,” Carolyn Arends refers to a lecture she heard by Eugene Peterson. Arends
states, “Peterson observes that spiritual disciplines have ‘not been tried and discarded
because [they] didn’t work, but tried and found difficult (and more than a little tedious)
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and so shelved in favor of something or other that could be fit into a busy [person’s]
schedule.”29 People can know that the bifurcation of the spiritual life is an unhealthy way
to live, but they live it anyway. Choosing the bifurcation approach to life is similar to
those who choose other unhealthy habits such as smoking, lack of exercise, or an
unhealthy diet. Because of people’s busyness, they resort to the default and easiest
choice, the bifurcation of the spiritual life. Because the holistic life interweaves
spirituality into all aspects of life, this life requires continuous intentional work.
In the book, Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, Craig
Dykstra and Dorothy Bass emphasize the need for Christian practices to become a way of
life. They state, “Christian practices are things Christian people do together over time in
response to and in the light of God’s active presence for the life of the world.”30 They
continue by describing how homemaking can be a spiritual practice. They state,
The Christian practice of household economics is not just a matter of adding a
warm spiritual glow to the work of homemaking. Instead, it is a matter of
permitting the light of God to shine on the work we do and the money we spend,
so that we can shape them in response to God’s activities in creating and
providing for the care and redemption of the earth and all its inhabitants.31
When people are too busy for spirituality, they seek to simply add a warm spiritual glow
to their life by dividing their life into sections, which is just another way to bifurcate a
person’s spirituality. Some sections may reflect the spiritual glow, while others do not.
The other aspects of life become simply distinct from a spiritual life. Throughout the
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book, Bass and Dykstra consider the following practices of the Christian faith:
hospitality, saying yes and no, keeping the Sabbath, discernment, and forgiveness, to
name a few.32 The great practices of the Christian faith bring intentionality to a person’s
life and prevent a shallow approach of spirituality to fester in a Christian’s life.
Recognizing how Christian practices limit the bifurcation of the spiritual also
means recognizing that the Christian practices are not magic. In the article, “Theory of
Christian Practices”, Paul Miller explores how Christian practices translate to a more
holistic spirituality. Miller states, “There is nothing inherently Christian in the notion of a
practice. Practices are not necessarily Christian simply because they have been used for a
long time, or because they are shared with others.”33 Miller continues, “Every tradition,
every human act, both presupposes and contributes to a narrative.”34 The practices of the
Christian faith develop a holistic spiritual life because they are connected to the Gospel
narrative. When the practices of the Christian faith are done apart of the Gospel narrative,
they do not equip the person to living out a holistic spirituality.
In his article, Miller relies on Alasdair MacIntyre’s book, After Virtue: A Study in
Moral Theory, to understand the importance of narrative in shaping who a person is.35
Miller states, “Morality, MacIntyre argues, is really the cultivation of virtues. Virtues, in
turn, sustain the kind of relationships that are necessary for moral practices to be
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meaningful, including relationships with past and future generations.”36 Paul Miller
understands Christian practices like Alsdair MacIntyre understands moral practices. Both
moral practices and Christian practices translate meaning to people’s lives when they are
done through a shared narrative. When people experience the Christian practices through
continuing the Gospel story in their lives, the practices bring meaning to their lives. An
example would be the Christian task of confession and forgiveness.
The Christian practice of confession and forgiveness is possible because of God’s
love. Followers of Jesus have confessed their sins and found Christ’s forgiveness because
of experiencing God’s love in their lives. Followers of Jesus are able to also offer
forgiveness to others because they have experienced forgiveness from God. The gift of
confession and forgiveness is found in the 1 Letter of John. In 1 John 4:7-12, we hear
these words,
Beloved, let us love one another, because love is from God; everyone who loves
is born of God and knows God. Whoever does not love does not know God, for
God is love. God’s love was revealed among us in this way: God sent his only
Son into the world so that we might live through him. In this is love, not that we
loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the atoning sacrifice for our
sins. Beloved, since God loved us so much, we also ought to love one another. No
one has ever seen God; if we love one another, God lives in us, and his love is
perfected in us.
We have experienced love because God first showed us love through the person of Jesus
Christ. We become empowered to show others love because of that experience Christ.
When someone shows others love out of their experience of receiving love
through Christ, she is expressing her love through the narrative of the Gospel. Through
the bifurcation of the spiritual life, love may become a tool to get something from
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someone. When the spiritual life is separate from the rest of life, and a person may only
show love to those who can do something in return. Through a holistic expression of the
spiritual life, love becomes a means of offering and receiving forgiveness through
confession. Instead of loving a person for something, the act of unconditional love tells
the Gospel story through finding and sharing God’s unconditional love in Christ. The
Christian practice of confession and forgiveness demonstrates the truth in the 1 Letter of
John by giving life meaning through the act of loving others as God has loved us.
The story of Mary Johnson and Oshea Israel proclaim the Gospel truth of
forgiveness. In 1993, Oshea was 16 years old, and he killed Mary’s only son, Laramiun
Bird. Twelve years later, Mary visited Oshea in prison and something happened. During
that visit, Mary and Oshea had the following conversation by sharing her heart with
Oseha. She said, “Look, in court I told you that I forgave you, but today I want you to
know, from the bottom of my heart, that I forgive you.” He said, “Ma'am, how can you
do that?” Mary responded, “Because of who is within me. I can do it. I have to loose you
and let you go. Because I’ve learned what forgiveness is.”37 When someone offers
forgiveness or receives forgiveness, that person’s life story becomes a continuation of the
Gospel story. Through Christ, people have experienced forgiveness. When they forgive
someone else, the Gospel story is not just something they receive, it becomes something
they give as well. Living out the Gospel story happens through the spiritual discipline of
forgiveness.
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During the trial, Mary told Oshea that she was a Christian and forgave him, but
that forgiveness really didn’t happen until their visit in the prison twelve years later.
Mary knew of Christ’s forgiveness and over time, she was able to offer forgiveness to
Oshea. Oshea then began the process of forgiving himself because he experienced
forgiveness from Mary. Responding to Mary’s forgiveness, Oshea states, “Sometimes I
still don’t know how to take it because I haven’t totally forgiven myself. It’s something
I’m learning from [Mary]. I won’t say that I have learned it yet because it’s still a process
that I’m going through.”38
Mary found forgiveness in her heart for Oshea when she visited him in prison.
The prison visit made Oshea a human to Mary instead of her son’s killer. The Christians
practices bring the human element as an expression of God’s life and work in the world.
The Christian practices open people to God’s presence in their lives, and over time they
become God’s presence in other people’s lives as well. Because Mary was able to forgive
Oshea through the work of Christ, Oshea began the journey of forgiving himself. For
Mary and Oshea, the spiritual discipline of forgiveness is not something they read in the
scriptures but something their lives proclaim to the world.
The practices of the Christian faith bring intentionality to a person’s life, and they
also bring intentionality to communities of faith such as a church. At the ChurchWorks
conference in 2012, Rick Bennett described how the church’s liturgical calendar through
the Lectionary can be an intentional rhythm of life. During his workshop, Bennett created
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a connection to the rhythm of life that Jesus practiced as revealed in the Gospels to the
rhythm of life for the church through following the Lectionary.39
The Revised Common Lectionary creates an emphasis of flow through the church
year. The celebration of the Advent in Christ’s birth is the beginning of the church year
preparing the congregation to share life with Jesus. There is the observance of Epiphany
recognizing the Magi’s visit to the Christ child. Next, there is the time after Epiphany for
several weeks. Following the season after Epiphany, the church begins the forty-day
season of Lent through the day of Ash Wednesday. For the church, Lent becomes a
season of reflection and repentance through affirming the need of salvation through
Christ’s ministry and teaching that led to his death upon the cross.
After Lent, the church celebrates the resurrection through Holy Week, Easter, and
the Sundays after Easter. Next, the church observes Pentecost, and the second half of the
year is recognized as Ordinary Time, which has a general theme each week. Each new
emphasis throughout the church season creates a rhythm for the church to experience the
fullness of Christ and the fullness of the Biblical stories.
Also, in the article, “Theory of Christian Practices”, Paul Miller uncovers the
growing interest in Christian practices, and their ability to integrate a more holistic life.
Miller states, “In [the post-modernity] context, the need for practices that will define and
form Christian identity distinct from the surrounding culture has been felt more
urgently.”40 Miller effectively connects Christian practices to forming Christian identity,
particularly in a context where Christian identity is counter-cultural. Followers of Jesus
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become counter-cultural because they live in a way that is different than the normative
approach to life. Through the Christian practices, Christian identity becomes expressed
through reading the scriptures, prayer, worship, and taking the Lord’s Supper.
Miller continues describing the Christian faith through the Christian practices.
Miller states, “When I told a Roman Catholic friend that I was writing this article, he
looked at me with bewilderment, wondering what Christian faith without practices could
possibly look like.”41 For Miller’s friend, a follower of Jesus is equated to a life of
Christian practices; a life without the Christian practices means not following Christ.
The Christian practices of the faith are the tools disciples of Christ use in response
to the bifurcation of the spiritual life. Diana Butler Bass describes how the Christians
practices can lead to a new way of understanding the church. Bass states, “Christian
practices embody belief, and, conversely, beliefs form practices. Christians engage these
actions for their own sake — because they are good and worthy and beautiful — not
because they are instruments to some other end (like increasing membership or marketing
the congregation).”42 Churches within a strong liturgical tradition are more familiar with
the Christian practices because the disciplines of the Christian faith are a regular
occurrence in their worship as a congregation. When a church uses Christian practices on
a regular basis, the people of the church discover how these practices embody the
Christian faith and the belief of the Christian faith shapes their practices. Over time, those
who incorporate Christian practices into their life are empowered to less bifurcation in
their personal lives and congregational life.
41
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Arland Hultgren argues convincingly about the value of developing a rhythm for
the church based on a specific selection of scripture passages. Hultgren states, “It has
seemed wise through the centuries for Christians to agree that certain biblical texts should
be aligned with Sundays of the year. My point is that the use of ‘a’ (as opposed to ‘the’)
lectionary is a matter of discipline and of accountability to the congregation on the part of
the preacher, not a matter of observing some law.”43 Over time, the biblical texts aligned
with each Sunday created the Revised Common Lectionary as described above. Through
the Lectionary, the preacher limits the scriptural text available for the scripture readings
and sermon for each given Sunday.
Hultgren recognizes the value of using the Revised Common Lectionary, but he
also correctly argues that using a lectionary is more important than using the Lectionary.
By distinguishing between a lectionary and the Lectionary, Hultgren recognizes the
church must develop intentionality in their worship and preaching selection. When life is
easily separated, the intentionality of worship found in a church equips the congregation
to embrace a holistic approach to spirituality. The church develops an intentionality of
worship by creating a rhythm to what the church does over time throughout each year. It
is more important to develop a rhythm than specifically what that rhythm looks like as
churches need space to practice a rhythm revealing their context and faith.
Churches create a culture of spiritual rhythm through their Christian practices and
disciplines. Christian practices bring intentionality to individuals through a holistic
approach to life, and the Christian practices bring intentionality to churches collectively
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through a rhythm that guides the congregation through a process of living life fully in
God’s presence as followers of Christ. The Christian disciplines are practices for
everyday living that nudge the person toward experiencing God more fully in life.
Through the practice of hospitality, the person discovers how to see Christ in other
people. Through the practice of keeping the Sabbath, the person discovers a rhythm of
rest and reflection upon God each week. When so many people compartmentalize their
lives, Christian disciples keep their spirituality connected to all of life. Through the
Christian practices of spirituality, the spiritual life becomes intertwined to all of life
creating a full life in God within the love of Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit.

Conclusion
Spirituality is best understood as a vital component to all of life, but many people
separate their spirituality through a compartmentalized life. By definition, spirituality is a
common human element, but people can choose how much a spiritual perspective will
guide their lives. While people may affirm the need to have a spiritual life, the task has
become difficult. When people approach their life through an act of
compartmentalization, their life naturally leads to a bifurcation of the spiritual. Also, in
the church a distinction between the clergy and the laity leads to a bifurcation of the
spiritual life. All of these influences push against a full life expressed through a full
spirituality. A holistic expression of life denies a bifurcation and compartmentalization
but requires the spiritual life to become interconnected to all aspects of life. When
spirituality becomes connected to the whole life, people begin living fully as human
connected to themselves, each other, and the world through God.

CHAPTER 5: FAMILY SYSTEMS THEORY
Introduction
Simply put, the bifurcation of the spiritual life compartmentalizes a person into
two divisions - the spiritual and non-spiritual, which was explored in the previous
chapter. A family systems approach to spiritual formation can solve the problem of
compartmentalizing the spiritual from the rest of one’s life through connecting each
component of life to each other. The bifurcation of a person’s spirituality implies one
aspect of a person’s life can remain distinct with little influence upon another aspect of a
person’s life. Family systems theory implies compartmentalization does not need to be
the way so many people choose to live.
Peter Steinke explores family systems theory in How Your Church Family Works:
Understanding Congregations as Emotional Systems. Steinke states, “System Theory is a
way of conceptualizing reality. It organizes our thinking from a specific vantage point.
Systems thinking considers the interrelatedness of the parts.”1 Steinke continues, “When
we think systemically, we cannot understand one thing without the other.”2 Through
compartmentalization, people try to understand one thing without the other. This chapter
will explore the family systems theory approach, so the church can understand one thing
with the other. Applying system theory to the church recognizes that what happens in one
aspect of the church influences the other aspects of the church; nothing is done in a
vacuum. Also, because nothing happens alone, it takes a system theory approach to
address any issues within the church.
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Without realizing it, people use family systems theory in a variety of ways. One
example is a person becoming frustrated with someone and taking it out on someone else.
A husband and wife have an argument before work, so he pulls out on the road in front of
someone and then yells at another driver. His anger has nothing to do with the other
driver, but she is the one who receives the tension that developed between the married
couple. Most of the difficulties organizations face are a result of displaced anxiety and
tension. Family systems theory seeks to apply displaced anxiety back onto the correct
relationship and situation. By keeping the anxiety in the place it started, the tension can
be addressed instead of allowing it to grow and use the organization’s energy. Churches
can also have displaced anxiety and tension.
This chapter will explore family systems theory and apply it to the context of
congregational life in regard to developing new leadership for the laity of a congregation.
Throughout the chapter, we discover transferring congregational leadership to another
generation happens best through a family systems approach in congregational life. First,
this chapter will develop an understanding of family systems theory. Next, we will apply
systems theory to congregational life. Then, the chapter will describe the congregational
leadership’s influence upon the systemic process of how the church functions. Lastly,
family systems theory will be explored from a church’s approach in guiding a
congregation to discover, train, and empower new leaders.

An Understanding of Family Systems Theory
Before describing how the church must seek to transfer congregational leadership
through a family systems theory approach, one must begin with an understanding of
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family systems. In his essay, “Surviving Congregational Leadership: A Theology of
Family Systems,” Craig Nessan introduces an understanding of family systems. He states,
“Rather than focusing on the psyche of a troubled individual, the point of orientation
becomes the entire family as a system of relationships out of which the person
functions.”3 When seeking to address the problem, one is thinking from an individual
perspective. When seeking to address the relationships within the expression of the
problem, one is thinking from a family systems perspective. There are several voices that
contribute to the family systems theory. This chapter will consider these voices about
family systems theory and its use to leadership development: Ronald Richardson, James
Lamkin, Edwin Friedman, Peter Steinke, Lawrence Matthews, Ronald Sisk, Israel
Galindo, and Steven Lyon.
When a problem or situation arises, people naturally address the problem from an
individual perspective. Someone will see a problem and make an assumption of who is
causing the problem. Then to fix the problem means to fix the person, which means
seeing the problem solely through an individual perspective. The individual perspective
denies how the problem may be an actual symptom of a deeper issue at hand, especially
an issue within the system.
An example would be the lack of participation from young families in a church
Sunday evening programing. If there are no young parents in the pastor’s Bible study on
Sunday night, a church may consider what changes are necessary in the Bible study to
attract younger adults. Limiting the problem to the adult Bible study is from an individual
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perspective. A better approach would be to look at the Sunday night programing as a
whole. Continuing this example, young parents may not be attending the pastor’s Bible
study because there is not adequate care for their children. The church’s leadership can
exert a lot of effort in making the adult Bible study attractive to young familes and
overlook the need to provide adequate care and programing for all ages on Sunday night.
Some churches may quickly blame the pastor for a lack of young adult participation on
Sunday nights without looking at the bigger picture.
Ronald Richardson also develops the distinction between an individual
perspective and a systems perspective. In Creating a Healthier Church: Family Systems
Theory, Leadership and Congregational Life, Richardson states, “In the individual
model, there is little sense of people’s interconnectedness or of how one’s own behavior
can affect that of others. In the systems model, there is recognition of the connection
between people. It says people can only be understood fully within the context of their
relationships.”4 While the individual model and the systems model are not mutually
exclusive, people tend to gravitate to the individual model with addressing issues at hand.
Because people typically use the individual model, people must intentionally create steps
to use the systems model.
Family can be an example of how people typically approach life through an
individual model. A teenager may be causing trouble at school because of the dysfunction
of his parents’ marriage. A toddler may be jumping on the couch after told not to because
her parents are not paying attention to her. In these situations, it is tempting to address the
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teenager’s behavior or the toddler’s unruly actions in isolation without realizing it is the
parents’ behavior influencing their children to misbehave. The family model does not
excuse the teenager’s or toddler’s behavior. They each are still held accountable for their
improper actions, but addressing the situation for a lasting effect means the parents in
both situations working through their issues and their influence on the family system as a
whole.
Family systems theory approaches problems by focusing on how people function
in the different relationships of their lives. It is within the interconnectedness of these
relationships that change can happen. James Lamkin describes family systems theory as a
way of seeing that our relationships influence how we relate to each other. Lamkin states,
“Each piece of a system is a part of the whole. The particular affects the whole, and vice
versa. All life is connected in this way.”5 The relationship between the particular and the
whole is significant to understanding systems theory.
Richardson also affirms how the larger context and the individual affect each
other. He states, “The larger context helps to define the individual. The individual is often
a particular expression of the larger corporate group.”6 Some may choose to focus on a
particular and try to fix it, while others may try to focus on the whole and change it.
Systems theory argues the only way to enact lasting change is to see the interaction
between the particular and the whole by seeing how they influence each other. Family
systems theory describes how people interact with others throughout the day will affect
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how they interact with their family in that evening. The truth of this observation is
expressed when a teenager has a bad day at school and takes it out on his little brother.
The truth of family systems theory is revealed when the husband has a bad relationship
with his boss, so he is quick to say harsh words to his wife. Family systems theory
empowers people to uncover the heart of the issues by getting beyond the symptoms that
show there is a problem.

Systems Theory and Congregational Life
In their book Unchristian: What A New Generation Really Thinks About
Christianity ... And Why It Matters, David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons reflect upon their
research of how those outside the Christian faith view Christianity. They state, “Here is
what all this [research] boils down to - and, I believe, one of the most important findings
of our research for this book: among young outsiders, 84 percent say they personally
know at least one committed Christian. Yet just 15 percent thought the lifestyles of those
Christ followers were significantly different from the norm.”7 As churches wrestle with
the research, they can use the individual model or the systems model. The individual
model will look at the lack of difference in Christian lifestyles as a reflection of
Christians really not committed to their Christian faith. The systems model will look at
the lack of difference in Christian lifestyles as a reflection of how the church prepares
people to follow Christ in their lives, which is another way of describing a church’s
approach to discipleship.
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If a church’s leadership responds to Kinnaman and Lyons’ research solely on how
young people practice their faith, then they are only addressing a symptom of the
problem instead of the problem itself. The problem is a church’s approach of developing
disciples for the Kingdom of God. The symptom of this problem is the number of people
who claim to be Christian and do not actually live out the Christian faith on a daily basis.
Both the symptom and the problem need to be addressed. The church needs to discover a
way to empower younger people to practice their faith in Christ. The church also needs to
discover a way to nurture younger people to grow in their faith, so they know how to live
a life in Christ.
The systems model also brings clarity to the church’s task of discovering,
training, and empowering new leaders. As churches seek to transfer congregational
leadership to new people, they may unintentionally do so from the perspective of an
emotional triangle as described in Bowen Family Systems Theory. An emotional triangle
is one type of relationship that develops between three individuals or entities. Person A
can have an issue with Person B. If these two people cannot work through the issue, a
person may be dragged into the issue to strengthen one person’s side of the issue. Person
C may choose one person over the other. As a result, the issue that was between Person A
and Person B is not resolved and now also between Person A and Person C (if Person C
agreed with Person B).
When people try to pass on their anxiety to someone else, they create an
emotional triangle to absorb the anxiety instead of addressing the issue themselves. An
example is the children absorbing the dysfunction of an unhealthy marriage. The parents
are not willing to address the necessary work in their own marriage, so they pass on their
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frustrations by the way they interact with their children. Then the children try to keep the
peace by appeasing their parents and accepting their family dysfunction.
In Generation to Generation: Family Process in Church and Synagogue, Edwin
H. Friedman connects Bowen Family Systems Theory to congregational life. One way
Friedman does so is by applying the seven laws of an emotional triangle to a
congregation of faith. Friedman’s second law of an emotional triangle states, “If one is
the third party in an emotional triangle it is generally not possible to bring change (for
more than a week) to the relationship of the other two parts by trying to change their
relationship directly.”8 The third person is brought into an emotional triangle to diffuse
the anxiety between the first two individuals. As a result, the third person cannot bring
lasting change to the relationship between the first two individuals because any action the
third person seeks will only respond to the anxiety in the relationships and not the
situations that caused the anxiety. The anxiety in the relationship can only be addressed
by the two who are first responsible for the anxiety. Churches naturally have anxiety, and
the anxiety can be pushed from one person to the next through multiple emotional
triangles, or the church can create a healthy culture to respond to anxiety when it
happens.
An example could be the natural dynamics of church staff relationships. If there is
anxiety between two people on a church’s staff, the anxiety can be passed on to a number
of people in the church such as other staff, the laity leadership, or the families of the staff.
People may feel the need to get in the middle of the situation by trying to keep the peace,
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but family system theory believes the best hope for lasting change and systemic health is
the anxiety staying between the two original individuals. When the anxiety stays within
the relationship that started it, then the anxiety is approached from a healthier
perspective. If both people are not willing to address the anxiety, then it will continue, but
both people are only able to address the anxiety fully when others do not pick it up
themselves.
As a sequel to Unchristian, Kinnaman wrote You Lost Me: Why Young Christians
Are Leaving Church ... And Rethinking Faith. In his sequel, Kinnaman seeks to unpack
how young Christians understand the Christian faith. He states, “For the next generation,
the lines between right and wrong, between truth and error, between Christian influence
and cultural accommodation are increasingly blurred.”9 The individual model would seek
to determine which generational understanding of right and wrong is the correct way to
be thinking. Then it would seek to get the other generation thinking in that correct way.
The systems model would seek to understand the systemic influences in both generations
that lead them to understanding their different approaches between right and wrong. The
individual model will sustain the generational differences of thinking. The systems model
will empower the different generations to understand how and why the other generations
think differently. The individual model seeks to address any issue from a particular
perspective, typically a limited one. The systems model seeks to address the issue from a
bigger perspective, typically through a variety of influences.
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In Polarization and the Healthier Church: Applying Bowen Family systems theory
to Conflict and Change in Society and Congregational Life, Ronald Richardson identifies
the necessity for churches to apply the systems model. Richardson states, “We live in
polarizing times both in our churches and in our society. In order to engage in this
process [of creating healthier conflict and change], we need a larger understanding of
how human beings function in society and in our relationships with one another,
especially in an atmosphere of emotional intensity.”10 The systems model seeks the larger
understanding by learning how other people think and act the way they do. Applying the
systems model to congregational life helps the congregation discover that people think
differently, especially how they came to their different way of thinking.
Once someone understands why someone else thinks differently, there is room for
healthy dialogue. Then once people in both generations understand how other people
think, the church will be better equipped to discover, train, and empower new leaders.
The church will be better equipped because both generations gain a better understanding
of each other and become more comfortable in nurturing leadership within those who
think differently. The church will also be better equipped leading the church in mission
and ministry because the church’s current leadership and potential leadership become
more comfortable working together.
One reason a church’s current leadership has difficulty leading the church is
because of their poor planning of transferring lay leadership. Instead of taking ownership
of the problem, they pass on the anxiety to their potential leaders by stating the problem
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is the younger generation’s lack of interest. Then the current leadership seeks to address
the issue of a lack of interest from potential leaders, while the pressings issue is their lack
of planning for transferring leadership. If the established leadership use their time and
energy to focus on what the younger generation is doing wrong, they will not be equipped
to empower others into leadership.
An example of focusing on the symptom instead the problem is how people
define the church. The older generation may define the church by gathering in a church
building for worship and missions, while the younger generation defines church by going
out and serving the community in one’s workplace or school and living the Gospel
through that service.11 By placing a church’s problems on generational differences, the
church establishes anxiety between the different generations.
Limiting a church’s problems to a particular generation ignores the systemic
issues at hand. Ignoring the systemic issues creates an emotional triangle by one
generation, the second generation, and the church as a whole, with each generation trying
to get the church as a whole on their side and way of thinking about congregational life.
When limiting the problems of a church to a particular generation, a church is addressing
these problems from an individual perspective instead of a family systems perspective
because it interprets the problem from a narrower point of view. If the church continues
to address the problem through the individual perspective, then it will be impossible to
transfer congregational leadership for the years to come because the anxiety from the
church’s issue will continue to be passed around throughout the congregation.
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When the congregational anxiety elevates, the church’s leadership will only
approve other leaders who already agree with their perspective about the church and its
stress. When congregational leadership becomes expressed from a narrow point of view,
new potential leaders will not be nurtured into leadership roles. As the same leaders
continue to guide the church, they will do so by ignoring the problems at hand or passing
them onto a third entity in an emotional triangle. Because the leadership will not take
ownership of any systemic issues, these issues will continue to exist in the years to come.
Friedman’s fourth law of an emotional triangle states, “To the extent a third party
of an emotional triangle tries unsuccessfully to change the relationship of the other two,
the more likely is that the third party will wind up with the stress for the other two.”12
Within an emotional triangle, a third person is trying to fix whatever is wrong with the
other two. Out of his desire to fix the problem, the third party’s anxiety will rise if the
problem is not addressed and then fixed. Because of the emotional triangle, the third
party is more focused on fixing the problem than allowing the other two recognize the
problem themselves and then address the problem themselves. An example would be the
difficulty a parent faces with her daughter is dating someone who is not a good influence.
If the daughter does not see the downfall of her boyfriend, the mother will hold the
anxiety of the relationship while the two children will enjoy their dating relationship
together. The more the mother tries to fix or end the relationship, the more anxiety she
will have about the relationship regardless of her daughter’s aware of the questionable
relationship.
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The anxiety within a system is increased by people placing blame of the anxiety
on someone else. Continuing the above example, the daughter can be in a unhealthy
relationship with her boyfriend. From an individual perspective, she can blame any
difficulty in the relationship on her mother who is trying to end it. Then the focus of
anxiety is on her mother’s involvement in the relationship instead of the relationship
itself. From a systems perspective, the daughter would take a step back and consider the
type of boyfriend she has and the type of person she has become through her relationship
with that boyfriend. The individual perspective raises the stress of the situation because it
interprets any problems from a limited, often narrow-minded, perspective.
Emotional triangles can increase the anxiety within a church as well. The stress
within the church can rise by sustaining generational differences through passing on each
other’s responsibility of the problems in a church and the stress of those problems. The
anxiety within a system is increased by people placing blame of the anxiety on someone
else. Through one’s limited understanding, it is easier to point out what others are doing
wrong instead of discerning how one is contributing to the problems.
One way the individual perspective sustains dysfunction is through the thinking
that if the younger generation would become more committed, then the church could
move forward. Another example of the individual perspective is the thinking that if the
older generation would let go of its power, then the church could move forward. Each
generation sustains the individual perspective by interpreting the church’s context
through its own limited understanding. Because a church keeps thinking from the
individual perspective, the anxieties in the church rises, and developing a process to
discover, train, and empower new leaders become secondary.
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When a church seeks to address the above situation through the family systems
theory, the church will discover the necessity of self-differentiation. In Healthy
Congregations: A Systems Approach, Peter Steinke explores the task of selfdifferentiation. Steinke states, “Self-differentiation in emotional processes refers to the
amount of self available to an individual, such as an individual’s overall maturity, level of
functioning, and the degree of responsibility for self. It is the ability in anxious
circumstances to regulate one’s own reactivity by thinking.”13
Through self-differentiation, a person does not seek to correct someone else’s
behavior. Instead the person takes ownership of his influence in creating the problem and
makes a conscience decision to alter his behavior by no longer influencing the problem
through an emotional triangle. Self-differentiation happens when a person decides she
will not allow others to influence how she will react in a situation. A person of the
younger generation will stop complaining about how the older generation is not letting go
of their power and control of the church. A person of the older generation will stop
complaining about how uncommitted the younger generation is to the church. Addressing
the problems of an organization from a family systems approach means no longer
complaining about what others are doing wrong by developing the self-awareness to see
how one’s own actions are contributing to the problems of the organization.
Lawrence Matthews also describes how the individual perspective responds to the
risen level of anxiety by misleading people with regard to what the problem really is. In
his article, “Bowen Family Systems Theory: A Resource for Pastoral Theologians,”
Matthews states, “To the extent that we are unable to think process, we mistake
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symptoms for the real issues. When that happens, churches simply recycle basic problems
in the form of new symptoms. On the other hand, the ability to think systems offers the
possibility that symptoms will be taken seriously, not as the problem, but as doorways
into understanding the problem.”14 The approach some churches use to transfer lay
leadership reflects a misunderstanding between the problems and symptoms. Some
churches are having difficulty transferring lay leadership because of a lack of interest
from potential leaders and poor succession planning from current leaders. Churches may
be tempted to focus their energy on why there is a lack of interest from potential leaders
or poor succession from current leaders, but it would only be focusing on the symptom.
While Kinnaman uses different words, he is unpacking the same system. He is
focusing on the dropout problem of why so many teenagers attending church stop once
they become young adults. He states, “The dropout problem is, at its core, a faithdevelopment problem; to use religious language, it’s a disciple-making problem. The
church is not adequately preparing the next generation to follow Christ faithfully in a
rapidly changing culture.”15 As churches have not been preparing people to faithfully
follow Christ, the church is having difficulty transferring lay leadership and keeping
young adults involved in congregational life. If churches stay focused on those two issues
from the individual perspective, they will continue having the difficulty. If churches
approach these two issues from the systems perspective, then they can unpack the
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problems and see how these problems are a result of the church’s lack of emphasis and
action on developing authentic and faithful disciples.

Systemic Influence of Congregational Leadership
Within the systems model, healthy congregational leadership is developed by
leaders who discern what their role in the system is and how their functioning in the
system influences how other people also perform in the system. In The Competent
Pastor: Skills and Self-Knowledge for Serving Well, Ronald Sisk applies the systems
model to the pastorate. Sisk states, “Perhaps not surprisingly, the most experienced
leaders in [his] class display the most comfort with their own identity as leaders and the
least anxiety about asserting themselves appropriately when necessary.”16 Sisk correctly
describes healthy pastors as those who have a clear understanding of their identity in the
church and have less anxiety about living out their identity in the congregation. Lawrence
Matthews also affirms the pastor’s task is healthy self-reflection. He states, “The
minister’s task is to clarify his/her own beliefs and values and act upon them, while at the
same time encouraging those with whom s/he ministers to do the same.”17
In addition to applying family systems theory to creating a healthier church,
Ronald Richardson also applies family systems theory to becoming a healthier pastor in
Becoming a Healthier Pastor: Family Systems Theory and the Pastor’s Own Family. As
such, Richardson describes a healthy pastor as one with a specific presence. He states,
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“The main way to increase involvement and commitment in the church is for pastors to
be a safe, less anxious presence.”18 The pastor is empowered to become a less anxious
presence when he/she is functioning out of his/her own identity and calling in Christ
instead of functioning from what other people think. Unfortunately, those in
congregational leadership may be more worried about what other people are doing
instead of their own influences upon the church. One example of worrying about what
other people are doing is blaming the church’s problems solely on the pastor or the
deacons. Recognizing the systemic influence of congregational leadership means the
church’s leadership taking ownership of the problems in the church and distinguishing
between the problem itself and the symptom of the problem as expressed in the
congregation.
Recognizing the difference between the symptoms of a problem and the problem
itself means recognizing the congregational leadership’s impact on how the church
functions. Ronald Richardson affirms the impact when looking at the church through
family systems theory. Richardson states, “All of the members, and especially the leaders
of a church, contribute to whether things go in a more positive or negative direction.”19 In
another publication, Richardson also states, “Church systems are more or less
differentiated. The level of differentiation of a church community is something like an
average of all the people in it, particularly its leadership.”20 A church’s leadership guides
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a church by determining what type of behaviors are accepted in the congregation. If a
church’s deacon body undermines the work of the pastor through unofficial meetings in
the church parking lot, then the church as a whole will be limited in their ability to trust
the direction the pastor may be guiding the congregation. On the other hand, if a church’s
deacon body does not fuel the gossip about a pastor by continuing the conversation with
someone else, then gossiping will not become an accepted means of stating one’s
opinion.
Israel Galindo demonstrates how all people contribute to the positive or negative
direction a group chooses to go. In his article, “What’s Systems Theory Got to Do with
It?”, Galindo explores how the projection process influences how a committee functions.
Galindo states, “[The projection process of multigenerational transmission] helps explain
how a group of highly competent professional individuals can turn into a dysfunctional,
incompetent committee that serves as a point of anxiety in the system.”21 If those on a
dysfunctional committee don’t apply systems theory to how they are functioning as a
committee, they are most likely to perpetuate the dysfunction of the committee and
system. The work of the committee becomes primarily about the anxiety within the
committee shared by the group rather than the particular task the committee was
developed to complete in the first place.
The focus on the anxiety also happens in congregational life. As churches
function within the emotional triangle of the current church leadership, the potential
church leadership and the church, sustaining this triangle means perpetuating the
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dysfunction of a triangle. The church as a whole begins acting from the dysfunction.
Without using systems theory, competent individuals unwillingly give into the
dysfunction and began operating from it. As a result, the dysfunction becomes cyclical
and the anxiety of the system elevates, which causes people to use their energy focusing
on the risen anxiety instead of the underlying problems themselves. Within the situation,
the church can respond through an unhealthy approach by sharing the anxiety throughout
the congregation or keep the peace by giving into the demands of the person who has the
most anxiety. Another option would be to dig deeper into the systemic functioning of the
church and exploring the underlying problems themselves.

Family Systems Theory and Leadership Development
Family systems theory is vital to leadership development because it applies the
concept of homeostasis to the task of bringing about change. Homeostasis is the actions
used by people to keep a balance within the system. In “Systems Theory and
Congregational Leadership: Leaves from an Alchemist’s Journal,” James Lamkin
describes homeostasis as “the pieces [in the system] will rearrange themselves, trading
under-functioning and over-functioning roles, for the sake of the stability of the whole.”22
Through homeostasis, the priority of the system becomes maintaining its stability at the
detriment of the functioning of the individuals or pieces within the system. Steven Lyon
uses homeostasis to reveal when conflict is about to rise.
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In “Leading in Congregational Conflict: A Family Systems Model,” he states,
“One way to develop the ability to recognize signs of conflict is to focus on the principle
of homeostasis. Because of the systemic resistance to change, known pain is often
preferred to unknown growth or gain. The content of a suggested change is not as much
an issue as is the process of change.”23 The process of change will naturally disrupt the
homeostasis of the system because it has become accustomed to how it is functioning at
the present. Those within a system may agree with the content of a change but will resist
it because of how much its change will disrupt the system’s homeostasis.
Edwin Friedman shares an example where people seek homeostasis over change
from dysfunction.24 The example would be two parents taking their teenager to
counseling for his disruptive behavior. Once at counseling, the wife and mother gains
self-confidence and self-esteem; therefore, she demands to be treated with respect and
dignity. The father agrees until she begins to demand respect and dignity from him as
well. The content of her newfound confidence became secondary to the father and son’s
ability to manipulate the system to keep the homeostasis of their unchecked behavior.
Apart from the content of the potential change, if the process to introduce the
change is not intentional, conflict will naturally rise. Friedman also affirms change can
only come through a focus on process. He states, “Efforts to bring about change by
dealing only with symptoms (content), rather than process, never will achieve lasting
changes in an organic system. Problems will recycle unless the balancing factors in the
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homeostasis of the system shift.”25 Since homeostasis is the forces both external and
internal to keep the system balanced by sustaining the status quo, leadership development
of new people will disrupt the homeostasis of the church as a system. As a result the
anxiety of the congregation will rise.
The church will have two options - to lower the anxiety by denying the leadership
development of new people or to work through the anxiety for the sake of discovering,
training, and empowering new leaders. Working through the anxiety requires
intentionality, which can be achieved by a process of welcoming new leaders. A new
leader in the deacon body of a church will naturally bring new insights and
understanding. The way the established leaders respond to these new insights will either
increase anxiety or work through anxiety, especially when people disagree about the
value of these new insights. A response to the anxiety of different thinking may be only
allowing new leaders to share opinions after she has earned her right in due time. A
response to the underlying problems would be creating an intentional process that guides
healthy dialogue and conversation between those of different opinions and convictions.
Friedman understands leadership through self-differentiation. He states, “The
second central component [of leadership through self-differentiation] is the capacity and
willingness of the leader to take nonreactive, clearly conceived, and clearly defined
positions.”26 Differentiation happens with a focus on self; an emotional triangle happens
with a focus on others. Differentiation looks at the self in terms of who caused the
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problem by considering one’s own role in the problem. Congregational leadership can
empower the church to move forward by leading in the task of self-differentiation.
In “Bowen Family Systems Theory: A Resource for Pastoral Theologians,”
Lawrence Matthews builds on Friedman’s component of leadership through selfdifferentiation. Matthews states, “I am convinced that the ability to grasp the theory's
different way of thinking is directly related to a person's willingness to learn to think
differently about him/herself. Friedman understood and taught that, viewed through the
lens of BFST [Bowen Family systems theory], pastoral leadership is about changing self
and not about changing others.”27 Understanding leadership through the lens of selfdifferentiation means using self-awareness and self-reflection to explore how one acts in
a given situation and how one acted in similar situations throughout the past.
After serving several churches in the pastoral role, a pastor may be able to
articulate what was wrong with each church and each church’s leadership body. Even if
there is a pattern, the pastor may still be inclined to place the blame of any difficulty on
each church’s leadership. In reality though, the pastor may be more responsible in those
churches’ ability to function from a healthy perspective. In a congregational setting,
becoming a better pastor is not about fixing how others act in the church. Becoming a
better pastor means focusing on his/her own actions within the functioning of a church.
If the meetings of a church’s deacon body continually end with heated debates
that result in nothing getting accomplished, a pastor may be inclined to respond to the
first deacon that became overbearing or too passionate in communicating her thoughts.
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Responding to the situation by focusing on a particular deacon’s actions is not selfdifferentiation and, as such, the approach is not leadership as described by Friedman and
Matthews above. According to Friedman and Matthews, leadership would be to set an
example of healthy communication and articulation of one’s opinion, so that others in the
meeting can recognize the need for them to work towards the same goal. Selfdifferentiation means addressing one’s own actions and thinking regardless of how others
are acting within the system.
As mentioned above, churches can approach leadership development through an
emotional triangle between the church’s current leadership, the church, and the potential
new leadership for the church, especially with generational differences present in the
church. Using the family systems model, all generations can prevent themselves from
functioning through an emotional triangle. Instead, they can develop their own selfdifferentiation, which can empower the congregation to develop an intentional process to
transfer lay leadership to the next generation. Self-differentiation can happen through a
developed understanding of commitment. Churches are like many organizations that must
address the issues of who controls the church and defines the commitment level of the
church.
While it is not necessarily a generational issue, the different understanding of
church commitment can be expressed generationally. The younger generation may define
commitment to the church differently than the older generation. Many in the older
generation remember coming to church every time the doors were open. Many of the
younger generation does not attend church every time the doors open, even though they
would describe themselves as committed to the church. By keeping the older generation’s
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definition of church commitment, the younger generation will likely never be committed
to the church. Self-differentiation would be developed by the older generation keeping
their stricter viewer of church commitment to their own lives and then giving space for
the younger generation to redefine church commitment based on their lives and faith in
Christ.
When self-differentiation is achieved by both generations, a particular definition
of church commitment does not become a litmus test for who can and cannot be a leader
in the church. As churches discover, train, and empower new leadership, commitment
must be a vital component of those leaders, so church commitment cannot be overlooked.
Still, church commitment must be defined through the lives of those in the church from
both generations, which can only happen by both generations acting self-differentiated in
their approach to congregational life. Church commitment should be defined by how
people can devote their lives to God’s work in their local congregation within today’s
context instead of the church context in the past. Because church commitment is defined
by the church’s context, all generations present in the church define commitment for their
church together.

Conclusion
As people in the church compare the church of today to the church of yesterday,
the comparison leads to a glorification of the past. Churches lament that the church is not
like it was back then. The nostalgic view of the church influences how the church
discovers, trains, and empowers new leaders. If churches keep looking in the past, they
will only look for leaders who share the nostalgic view of how the church functions. As a
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result, anxiety rises in churches since they cannot function like they did decades ago.
Using family systems theory helps uncover the basis of the anxiety in a church instead of
passing blame around. Once the anxiety is placed where it belongs, the church can
develop a system that faithfully guides the church to transfer congregational leadership to
another generation.

CHAPTER 6: MENTORSHIPS FOR A CHURCH CONTEXT
Introduction
The family systems theory recognizes that the culture of an organization will
influence how people function within the system of that organization. Also, people’s
actions will determine what type of culture is developed. Then patterns and behaviors
become established by the relationships that are naturally developed. Through different
types of relationships, the organization will have varying levels of peaceful harmony or
disjointed tension. When those who are responsible for organizational anxiety take
ownership of the anxiety and respond accordingly, peaceful harmony can be achieved.
When those who are responsible for organizational anxiety pass on the anxiety to others,
disjointed tension is spread through the organization. When there is personality conflict
between two individuals, they can seek peaceful harmony for the organization by
working through their differences themselves or they can create disjointed tension by
overlooking the personality conflict and sharing it with the rest of the organization.
Family systems theory equips people and organizations to create a culture of
peaceful harmony instead of disjointed tension. The previous chapter explored the
application of family systems theory to address a congregation’s anxiety and problems.
When a church considers its problems through a systems approach, a natural starting
point are the relationships within the organization, especially the relationships between
the established leaders and the new developing leaders.
When an organization struggles to find new leaders, they usually keep their eyes
focused on themselves. When an organization is not able to look beyond itself, it has
difficulty recruiting new people to step up into leadership roles. Over time, a cyclical
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effect will develop. Current leaders cannot see any new prospective leaders to develop
because they keep looking at each other to lead.
An example would be how churches elect their upcoming deacons. A deacon term
may last three years, and the church may have a constitutional expectation that a person
not serve as a deacon for one year before he can be reelected as a deacon after serving a
term. As a result, the same people serve as deacons, but each person has a one-year break
between her terms as deacon.
Within a church context, a mentor relationship is the best relationship that can
break a cycle because it guides a person to the task of nurturing someone else to lead
instead of the person always putting herself in the leadership role again. Through their
mentorships, the church will work from a good position to develop new leaders because
the congregational community is best understood as intentional relationships that lead to
a healthy process of Christian discipleship.
When a church’s discipleship develops intentionally, then a natural connection
between mentorships and discipleship is expressed. As the church develops intentional
relationships throughout the congregation, the task of mentoring through discipleship
becomes congregational laity leadership development. When a congregation has
difficultly developing new leadership, an intentional focus of discipleship can help a
church’s mentorship empower others to step into leadership roles.
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Understanding the Mentor Relationship
The mentor relationship is one type of relationship that can be discovered in a
church setting. Within a church context, there can be relationships of discipleship,
mentorship, and coaching. In “Multiplying Jesus Mentors: Designing a Reproducible
Mentoring System, A Case Study,” D.M. Crow compares the tasks of discipling,
mentoring, and coaching. Crow describes discipling as “a more mature believer [helping]
a new believer grow in following Jesus”, mentoring as “a mature leader [helping] an
emerging leader both clarify and implement God’s call,” and coaching as “a coach
[helping] a coachee discover his/her own solutions and strategies.”1 The difference
between the relationships is the desired results of the relationship. Discipling is a broader
relationship with an emphasis on helping someone else simply follow Christ. Coaching is
a focused relationship around a particular problem to be solved by asking questions.
Mentoring becomes a focused relationship around sharing life together through one
person helping another person discover and live into one’s unique calling of guiding
people to God’s kingdom work.
Coaching is based on the assumption that the coachee (instead of the coach) has
the necessary understanding to address the issue, while mentoring is based on the
assumption that the mentor (instead of the mentoree) has the necessary understanding to
address the issue. The coach simply guides a person to discover the right course of action
or thinking by asking the best questions for the person to consider. The mentor has an
understanding or action in a given situation to pass onto another person. Mentoring can
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be described as nurturing a particular person to God’s nudging in their life to a variety of
roles in discipling, coaching, and mentoring other people. Mentoring in the church is a
broad relationship that one person nurtures another person in discovering their role in a
church context. The coaching relationship is established to address a particular skill that
someone recognizes he needs help to develop. The mentor relationship is established to
address anything that might come up over time in a person’s role within a community.
Coaching has a particular focus, while mentoring has a broader focus.
The mentoring relationship is not governed around a specific goal for someone to
accomplish, but around a person maturing into a particular person who develops personal
goals and helps others achieve their goals. Alice Mann recognizes the goal orientation of
the coaching relationship. Mann states, “Characteristics of a coaching relationship - as
opposed to an educational event or a consultant intervention - might include: a declared
intention or goal around which the coaching relationship is organized and a consistent
and supportive structure that keeps the stated intention in focus over time so that progress
can be tracked.”2 If a person wanted a structured relationship to assist in achieving a
particular goal or skill, then he would seek a coaching relationship. If a person wanted a
less structured relationship to have the other person impart a skill or understanding in a
particular area, she would seek a mentor relationship.
In the relationships developed between a teacher and student or coach and
coachee, the focus is on the task to be learned. A person may seek a consultant or
counselor to address a particular issue in one’s life or organization. The interactions
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between a mentor and mentoree are focused on the relationship itself instead of a
particular task or issue. In “Spoken, But Perhaps Not Heard: Youth Perceptions on the
Relationship with their Mentors,” Nikki Bellamy and authors state, “Mentoring programs
are relationship based. There is a growing consensus that the core component of
mentoring interventions is the relationship itself.”3
The goal or purpose of the mentor is the relationship with the mentoree itself. As
such, mentoring is a longer process than how many other relationships become expressed.
A person might hire a personal coach to develop a particular skill or a consultant to fix a
particular problem in the organization. A person may seek a mentor to learn more about
what it means to be a particular person, not knowing what new skills may need to be
developed. Coaching approaches a skill from an individual perspective, while mentoring
approaches the person from a systems perspective.
The difference between coaching and mentoring is the focus of the relationships,
specifically what the relationships seek to address or accomplish. The coaching
relationships seek to obtain new understanding from the coachee by the coach asking that
person specific questions. Within mentor relationships, mentorees seek to obtain new
understanding by mentors nudging them toward new insights. If a person wants to
develop new understanding about something, he would choose a coach to help him
discover the new insights himself. The same person would choose a mentor to be guided
into the insights through the mentor relationship. The coach only asks questions to lead
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the person to his own answers, while the mentor nudges the person to consider certain
answers.
In the book Christ-centered Coaching: 7 Benefits for Ministry Leaders, Jane
Creswell describes the coachee guiding the relationship. Creswell states, “While you are
being coached, you make the choices. You’ll decide where you want to go; the coach will
help you get there.”4 Creswell continues, “In consulting and mentoring, the expertise lies
in the consultant or the mentor and is transferred to the person. In coaching, on the other
hand, the expertise lies within you, the person being coached. Counseling assumes a lack
of health, while coaching assumes health”5
In a system that does not have high levels of anxiety or dysfunction, the coaching
relationship is a good resource to help those in leadership positions obtain certain goals
and understandings. One example of a coaching goal would be a person developing the
skill to manage volunteers for a congregation. Another example of a coaching goal would
be a person developing the skill to manage one’s time each day.
In the previous chapter, the congregational system was explored through the lens
of family systems theory, specifically how the lack of organizational health leads to
higher levels of anxiety and dysfunctions. When a church is operating from a system of
dysfunction, the mentor relationship is necessary to address the communal practices of
that dysfunction. If the dysfunction is found in specific individuals, then counseling
would be the better option. If the dysfunction is found in the system, then mentoring
would be a better option to guide the organization to better functioning over time.
4
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Counseling would be used to address the dysfunction in its current context, while
mentoring would be used to also address the dysfunction passed on throughout the
system.

Congregational Community as Intentional Relationships
A natural place for churches to begin asking how they are transferring lay
leadership successfully to people within the younger generation is through their
relationships with those in their twenties and thirties. Young adulthood is a good place to
begin the conversation because the person has typically matured beyond adolescence and
yet still discovering their place in the world and church. Many young adults of the 21st
century have additional aspects of life before considering their role in the world and
church.
Young adulthood within the church has been shaped by an evolving
understanding of adolescence in American society. Chris Kiesling explores a shift of
thinking in “A Long Adolescence in a Lame Direction: What Should We Make of the
Changing Structure and Meaning of Young Adulthood?” Kielsing states, “Sociological
analysis reveals that in the post-World War II era, the fairly predictable transition that
most adolescents historically took to adulthood has been radically altered. A wide variety
of pathways to adulthood have emerged, making ministry difficult with a group that is no
longer homogenous and does not transition as a cohort through predictable marital or
family statuses.”6 The transition from adolescence into adulthood has no longer been
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described through one homogenous approach, and as a result both adolescence and young
adults themselves have developed new understandings.
Walter Mueller explores these new understandings of adolescence in his book,
Youth Culture 101. Mueller states, “Throughout this book I’ve challenged you to close even eliminate - the cultural-generational gap between you and the kids, [and he
continues] as we come to the end of our examination of youth culture, I want to
reemphasize the underlying theme of this book and the most important aspect of our kids
lives: Their spiritual health.”7 When churches ask how they are going to transfer lay
leadership successfully within the younger generation, they are asking a question of
spiritual health. If teenagers are not comfortable with answering questions about their
spiritual health, then they will also have difficulty asking questions of spiritual health into
adulthood. When churches ask questions about transferring lay leadership, these young
adults will not be equipped to join their church in these questions. The intentional
relationships within church community must explore youth culture to understand how the
church can understand the questions of leadership development for the younger
generation.
In their book Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American
Teenagers, Christian Smith and Melinda Denton summarized the findings of the National
Study of Youth and Religion survey, which was conducted at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill from 2001 to 2005. Responding to the survey, they state, “We
attempt to summarize our observations by venturing a general thesis about teenage
religion and spirituality in the United States. We suggest that the de facto dominant
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religion among contemporary U.S. teenagers is what we might call ‘Moralistic
Therapeutic Deism.’”8 The faith of contemporary adolescents can be described through
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism as distinguishing between right and wrong to make one’s
life happy through a distant relationship with God as Creator. The faith is moralistic
because the goal is to distinguish between right and wrong. The faith is therapeutic
because it is about the individual feeling good about one’s own life and comfort. The
faith is deistic because it recognizes God as Creator but nothing else like Lord or Savior.
In her book, Almost Christian: What the Faith of Our Teenagers is Telling the
American Church, Kendra Creasy Dean builds upon Smith and Denton’s observation.
Dean states, “Teenagers tend to approach religious participation, like music and sports, as
an extracurricular activity: a good, well-rounded thing to do, but unnecessary for an
integrated life.”9 Recognizing there are churches challenging the observation, Dean also
states, “Caring congregations help teenagers develop what social scientists call
‘connectedness,’ a developmental asset accrued from participating in the relational matrix
of authoritative communities - communities that provide young people with available
adults, mutual regard, boundaries, and shared long term objectives.”10 When churches do
not develop authentic relationships with people throughout the congregation, their
teenagers consider the work of the church to be something that helps you become a nice
person. When churches understand the work of the church to be about developing
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relationships with each other through their relationship with Christ, the teenagers
discover a connected community that intentionally nurtures young people to a life of
following Christ in the years to come.
One approach churches can use to nurture young people into intentional
relationships with the congregation and ultimately with Christ is the mentor relationship.
Jason Lanker explores the option in his article, “The Family of Faith: The Place of
Natural Mentoring in the Church’s Christian Formation of Adolescents.” Lanker
describes natural mentoring as those relationships that “most often rely on a family’s
gradual and casual connections instead of trying to force relationships.” He continues,
“Not only does natural mentoring appear to have strong theoretical support, but also
several studies have found the presence of non-parental mentors to be a significant part of
the continued spiritual health of those who have moved beyond the adolescent years.”11
When a teenager experiences concern and care from an adult outside his family, he
discovers a love in the world beyond his parents and family. When an adolescent sees
other adults outside her family demonstrating how to follow Christ, she can discover
another voice showing the way of life in the Christian faith.
Adolescence is a natural time when teenagers want space from the family, so a
healthy relationship outside the family can have significant influence on a teenager’s
approach to life. Natural mentor relationships can develop with a community of faith
within the framework of developing teenagers for adulthood. Lanker concludes his article
by stating, “If the church is to see adolescents develop spiritually, it needs a community
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that faithfully models what an identity really looks like.”12 Research reflects this truth
about adolescent spirituality. “In fact, two researchers trying to discover the key family
practice(s) that led to the greatest long-term faith found that the only discernable factor
was that 90 percent … of those who stuck with their faith … had a half-dozen ‘mentors’
present during their growing up years.”13 Discipleship in a congregation happens through
intentionality, and the mentor relationship is an effective way to bring intentionality into
the relationships within a church.

Discipleship through Intentional Relationships
Christian discipleship is about nurturing others to become disciples of Jesus
Christ. While an understanding of who God is through the person of Jesus can be taught,
a discipleship to Jesus can only be passed on through relationships. A parent cannot teach
someone to become a disciple of Jesus, even though teaching is a necessary component
of discipleship. A parent can only live through example and share how he became a
disciple to Jesus. A parent can orient her life in a way that points others to Christ, but she
cannot simply make others become disciples of Christ. Living as a disciple of Christ is
not like teaching someone a skill; it is like teaching someone how to travel along a
journey. The teaching is about preparing the person, and yet it is the person who takes the
steps along the way. Through our relationships with each other, we can discover how to
follow Christ as a disciple. The journey takes time and cannot be completed simply
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through a teacher/student relationship. Discipleship happens through a disciple/disciple
relationship, and the basis for the relationship is the presence of God in their lives.
Mike King connects youth ministry to practicing the presence of God. King states,
“Presence-centered youth ministry starts with youth workers who practice the presence of
God. Young people need youth workers who have God - rather than youth ministry - first
and foremost in view.”14 Many churches have several events and activities during each
week and throughout the year. As such, it is tempting to conclude that congregational life
is mostly about going to things, but this observation would be misleading to define what
it means to be a disciple of Christ. Discipleship is about relationships – people’s
relationships with God and with each other. Within a congregation there are different
types of relationships. Families attend church together. Neighbors and friends attend
church together as well. Some may attend church together, but they may only have the
interaction of a wave across the aisle. For Christian discipleship to happen, people must
intentionally interact with one another and share life together in a way that leads to
substantive experiences together.
Robert Schnase describes these substantive experiences in two books - one for the
congregation and one for people personally. In both books, he describes the Christian
faith through a series of practices. In Fiver Practices of Fruitful Living Schnase states,
Since the publication of Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations (Abingdon
Press, 2007), these edgy, provocative, dangerous words [-radical hospitality,
passionate worship, intentional faith development, risk-taking mission and
service, and extravagant generosity-] have helped hundreds of congregations
understand their mission, renew ministries, and stretch toward fruitfulness and
excellence for the purposes of Christ. Five Practices of Fruitful Living moves the
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discussion of Christian practice from the congregational level to the personal
practices of discipleship.15
Christian discipleship relationships are built around these practices of faith. When a
congregation’s relationships do not ask questions about these Christian practices, the
people of the church do not have relationships that nurture Christian discipleship. When a
congregation’s relationships create space for these Christian practices to be explored and
lived, then the people of the church have substantive experiences that develop Christian
discipleship.
Discipleship is best understood through relationships because God is best
understood through relationships. In the book With: Remagining the Way You Relate to
God, Skye Jethani summarizes this truth in one word – With. Jethani states, “The LIFE
WITH GOD posture is predicated on the view that relationship is at the core of the
cosmos: God the Father with God the Son with God the Holy Spirit. And so we should
not be surprised to discover that when God desired to restore his broken relationship with
people, he sent his Son to dwell with us.”16 The incarnation of God through Jesus reveals
how relationships are the tools used to address the problems of the world. Discipleship is
the journey we travel, recognizing that through our sin we do not live as God intends, and
through God’s grace we discover our true identities as followers of Christ.
Many times the journey begins by seeing others faithfully following Christ and
one’s desire to join that journey. The Christian journey happens in community through
the relationships that are cultivated in congregational life. The journey of following
15
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Christ also happens through people intentionally nurturing others to see Christ in their
lives. Nurturing in discipleship does not happen unless someone decides to invest his life
into another person. One healthy way to invest in a relationship is through a mentor
relationship.

Applying Mentorships to Discipleship
Discipleship is helping nurture each other to faithfully follow Christ. Mentorship
is helping nurture a person in discovering their role in discipling, coaching, and
mentoring others. Anyone who has been baptized is called to be a disciple. Everyone is
not called to the task of mentoring someone else. The mentoring relationship is an
intentional relationship between individuals over a long period of time through the ebb
and flow of life. The discipleship relationship is the task of the church on a personal and
collective level preparing each person to faithfully follow Christ. Mentoring is best
understood as a constant during the normal ups and downs of life in a unique relationship.
Discipling is best understood to happen through a variety of relationships during the
normal ups and downs of life. People are discipled into the Christian faith through the
many relationships of one’s biological family and faith community. People accept
mentoring through a specific person. Mentoring becomes one aspect of the discipling
process as people discover their faith in Christ and see that faith expressed in their life.
The mentor relationship can also be understood differently depending on the
organization. As a management consultant, Dennis Romig approaches mentorships
within a business and organizational model. He describes three different approaches to
leadership: top-down leadership, bottom-up leadership, and side-by-side leadership.
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Romig states, “Most authorities think of leadership in top-down terms – something that is
done to someone else.”17 Those in management have recognized that top-down leadership
is no longer as effective because some have chosen to use their status and authority to
abuse others underneath them. Romig argues the responses to the top-down leadership
approach have gone too far in the other direction through an emphasis of servant
leadership or bottom-up leadership. According to Romig, many executives have shifted
to servant leadership through a bottom-up style of leadership, which is similar to
coaching where the lower-ranked person has all the say. Romig observed, “But they
misunderstood Greenleaf and others like him. They went too far. The proponents of
participative management never meant to advocate a one-way, bottom-up model.”18
Romig continues with a middle way. He states, “When they share the leadership,
productivity takes off. The kind of leadership I’m talking about is two-way, mutual, and
interactive.”19 Romig recognizes that top-down leadership and bottom-up leadership do
not work because productivity is limited. He articulates a third option to share leadership,
so an organization’s productivity can rebound. Because Romig emphasizes productivity,
churches should be cautious to apply his thinking to the church context. Discipleship is
not about productivity because a person cannot produce a disciple of Christ. Discipleship
is the work of the Holy Spirit. The mentor relationship can help give space for
discipleship, but it cannot replace the work of God’s Spirit. When considering the role of
mentorships, productivity cannot be the end goal of the relationships. When applying
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mentorships to discipleship, the relationship itself becomes the result and purpose of the
mentorship. Connecting mentorship to discipleship creates an emphasis on the
relationship because discipleship is completely about relationship with Christ.
Anyone who has developed and mastered a skill will agree it takes less time to do
the job by oneself than to teach someone else how to do it, which is why mentorships do
not necessarily lead to effective productivity. In his article “Making Space in Ministry for
Mentors,” Dennis Fast acknowledges that “mentor and discipleship work has a cost. It
costs time and energy.”20 Fast continues:
It may slow a mentor down to carry out a ministry with someone alongside who
wants explanation and dialogue. But as I think of investing in people, in the
kingdom, and in the future, I believe in the principle which says, More time spent
with fewer people results in greater impact for Christ.21
The joy of discipleship through a mentor relationship is seeing someone develop her
wings as a disciple of Christ and take off leading others to discover their faith in Christ.
Seeing others become disciples of Christ is the work of the church, but too many
relationships in the church are not fostering any type of intentionality. Mentorships
through discipleships become an excellent way to make disciples in a church and also
develop others to make disciples in their contexts of ministry. Through the mentorship
process, there becomes a web of relationships empowering each other to faithfully follow
Christ while faithfully nudging others to follow Christ as well.
When considering the role of mentorships, the church explores two approaches to
these types of relationships. Discipleship happens through mentorships, and leadership
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development can also happen through mentorships. Still, the church must be clear that
leadership development is not discipleship. Through mentorships, the church prepares
each other to follow Christ as an expression of discipleship. Then some of these
mentorships can incorporate an added focus of leadership development. Within the
mentorship, leadership development cannot replace discipleship, but there can be a
connection through God’s equipping of people to step into the role of leading a particular
congregation.

Mentorships and Leadership Development
Mentorships within the context of discipleship build relationships to wrestle with
the questions of faith and becoming equipped to help others wrestle with the same types
of questions. When people find a safe place to ask the hard questions, they discover
Christ’s hope for the future. Sharon Parks recognizes how our questions leads to a hope
for the future in her book Big Questions, Worthy Dreams: Mentoring Emerging Adults in
Their Search for Meaning, Purpose, and Faith. She states, “Indeed, good mentors play a
vital role in stewarding the promise of a worthy future. Mentors convey inspiration for
the long haul.”22 When churches develop an intentional process to develop leaders, they
bring hope to the congregation. Churches can struggle to develop leaders and lose hope
because there appears no one will be available to guide the church in the years to come.
Connecting mentorships to leadership development opens space in the church to discover
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Christ’s hope for the years to come. Christ’s hope is found when the church has current
leadership and potential leadership to ask questions about the future.
Developing leaders can be difficult because it is difficult to let go of one’s power
and control. Developing leaders happens when the current leadership is preparing to let
go of their leadership role and empower others to discover their role as a leader for the
sake of the organization. Darlene Zechech and Jay Hayford recognize the importance of
letting go. She states, “I also understood that just like good parents, leaders with a
kingdom focus desire more success for their spiritual offspring than they themselves have
had. Life-giving mentors celebrate when the younger ones outshine them.”23 Some
churches have difficulty in transferring congregational leadership within the laity because
the current leadership is not willing to let go. The mentor relationship develops the
mentoree to step up into the leadership role and the mentor to let go of the leadership
role. The transfer of leadership becomes possible through the relationship that has
developed between the two.

Conclusion
Intentionality is a good way to think about the mentor relationship. Within a
church context, there are many types of relationships, and intentionality can become rare
in the busyness of American life. People become students of teachers to acquire a new
insight. People hire consultants to fix a particular issue. But mentorships are developed
over time to last over time empowering each other to step into their roles of leadership
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and develop others as disciples of Christ. When the mentor relationship is expressed
through that framework, the church becomes empowered to transfer laity leadership from
one group of people to the emerging leaders for the church in the years and decades to
come.

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
Introduction
In The Present Future: Six Tough Questions for the Church, Reggie McNeal
argues church culture is struggling to survive. McNeal states, “The current church culture
in North America is on life support. It is living off the work, money, and energy of
previous generations from a previous world order.”1 Because some churches remain in
church culture, they are struggling to survive. They are holding tight to the way they did
church and followed Christ in the past. They rely on the past generations to sustain them,
and they keep thinking about church from that point of view. When churches stay limited
to the past perspective, they also limit themselves to what God is doing in front of them
and through them in the present and into the future.
One example of the church overlooking what is before them is the church’s
approach to leadership development. Specifically, many churches are struggling to
develop new leadership within the younger generation; the leadership of these churches
tends to be the same people from the same previous generations. The churches who are
struggling to look to the younger generation for their leadership are also struggling to
look at their community for ministry and mission. Churches have become so focused on
their internal problems that they have overlooked the problems of their community,
specifically the real brokenness in people’s lives that Christ came to heal. When the
church focuses solely on their problems, church members become no longer equipped to
do ministry and mission in their very lives.
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Equipping church members to do ministry and mission happens through one
generation passing on their faith in Christ to the next generation because it is through
doing ministry and mission that a person’s faith is passed on to another person. A child
discovers the love of Christ in the connection he makes with a person by working with
his father through the social ministry of their church. Over time, the child can discover
his own faith in Christ through doing ministry with his father and church.2 Also,
equipping church members for ministry and missions happens through nurturing church
leadership. The father is the one guiding the church’s social ministry, and the father may
have found his calling of social ministry through a person of the previous generation
inviting him to join the church’s social ministry in the years past.
Nurturing church leadership is a vital step in guiding a congregation to share their
faith with the next generation. Throughout the dissertation, we have been exploring the
following question for the church - how are congregational churches transferring lay
leadership successfully to people within the younger generation? The question is vital in
allowing the next generation to be equipped for ministry and mission as well as enlisting
others to become followers of Christ.
Within this dissertation, we have been considering the question from several
places of influence. The second chapter discussed this question from the perspective of
the scripture texts that refer to church leadership. The third chapter approached this
question based on the church’s willingness to adopt a business model for the pastoral role
as a CEO. The bifurcation of a person’s spirituality was discussed in the fourth chapter.
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The fifth chapter explored this question through family systems theory applied to a
church context. The sixth chapter answered this question based on a mentorship that can
develop between a church’s current leadership and a church’s potential leadership.
A church can evaluate their ability to transfer lay leadership successfully within
the younger generation through their process to elect or choose new leaders. When
church members accept a leadership role to simply fill a spot, the church’s approach to
leadership development becomes overlooked. If a church qualifies a person for leadership
based on his age, the church’s ability to develop leaders becomes dismissed. For many
churches, mentorships bring leadership development to the forefront. A church’s current
leadership doesn’t simply look at a list of names on a sheet of paper to recommend as the
upcoming leaders. Through mentorships, the church’s current leadership discovers who
God guides to leadership out of their relationships with the younger generation. The
mentorship relationship for leadership development becomes the answer to the church’s
problem of discovering, training, and empowering new leadership within the younger
generation.
In the opening story, Tony becomes a deacon in the church based on his age, and
his perceived ability to bring young people into the church. Through a mentorship, Tony
could have been invited to share life with a spiritually mature person with leadership
experience in the church. As the mentoree, Tony could have discovered how to faithfully
follow Christ through a mentor. Through a mentorship, Tony’s voice would have been
valued, and he would discover the heritage of the church from a leadership perspective.
Through a mentorship, Tony would have heard the Gospel story in a mentor’s life and
learned how to share the Gospel story in his own life.
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Within the mentorship approach to leadership development, the church becomes
faithful to Tony by preparing him and nudging him into the role of the leader. Tony will
also become faithful to the church by understanding the church’s expectations upon him both the expectations of sharing the Gospel through ministry and the expectations of
sustaining the church as an institution. The mentorship provides Tony a safe place to
wrestle with all aspects of congregational life as a leader. Mentor relationships in the
church affirm where the church has been and takes the church where God is guiding the
congregation in the years to come.

Planting a Garden
One metaphor to better understand the task of transferring lay leadership
successfully to people within the younger generation is the task of planting a garden. The
metaphor of planting a garden also clarifies the connection between leadership
development through mentorships and Christian discipleship. Christian discipleship is
deciding to plant a garden, while leadership development through mentorships is deciding
where to plant which crop.
When churches have less people, they are willing to accept people in leadership
positions based on who is available. An example would be electing the men and women
to become deacons because they agreed to simply be nominated. If a church needs five
new deacons for the upcoming term, the church may simply approve the first five people
to accept a nomination because it is hard for the congregation to get any more people
willing to be considered for the deacon role. Accepting whoever is available for a
leadership role is like choosing to plant a garden based on the seeds in the cupboard
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instead of what type of fruits and vegetables are needed in the kitchen. Too many
churches are like a family who has a cupboard full of green beans in a jar and yet still
planting greens beans in the garden.
Leadership development through mentorships is choosing to plant, nurture, and
grow tomatoes, corn, and potatoes because we already have enough greens beans in the
house. There is nothing wrong with the greens beans, which is vital for the church to
remember, but the leadership represented by the green beans must also recognize the
importance of nurturing others for the leadership role in the church.

Christian Discipleship
Before choosing which fruits and vegetables to plant, churches must also
remember the importance of simply planting a garden. Planting the garden is like the
necessary task of Christian discipleship. Too many churches are satisfied with their fruits
and vegetables in the cupboard and on the table for their consumption, and they are
neglecting the task of planting a garden. Christian discipleship is an expectation on Jesus’
followers because Jesus gave the task of discipleship to His followers. Jesus’ calling is
revealed in the Gospel of Matthew 28:16-20. The scripture text states,
Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to which Jesus had
directed them. When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. And
Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given
to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you always, to
the end of the age.
In the section of scripture, Jesus has already been crucified, buried, and resurrected. After
the resurrection, Jesus tells his eleven disciples to make more disciples from all nations
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through baptizing them and teaching them. Jesus commissions the eleven disciples, who
then in turn share that calling with the church throughout the centuries. The church
becomes a collection of crops planted in the person of Jesus Christ throughout time.
In the Biblical commentary, Matthew, Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for
Teaching and Preaching, Douglas Hare explores the universal calling upon the church.
Hare states, “The tense of the participles (‘baptizing,’ ‘teaching’) does not indicate that
the Gentiles must be discipled before they are baptized or baptized before they are taught.
It looks as if Matthew perceives baptism as occurring in the middle of a discipling-andteaching process that must continue indefinitely.”3 Hare correctly affirms that the
discipling and teaching process of the church must continue throughout a person’s life.
All followers of Jesus are to be planting gardens by connecting themselves and
others to the presence of Christ in the world. Each person can be described as a plant in
Christ’s garden, and we have a calling of inviting others to also plant themselves in
Christ. A garden can have corn and green beans planted beside each other; a church can
have people from different backgrounds coming together to praise God as followers of
Christ.
Leadership Development
Within the metaphor, the task of choosing what type of crops to plant in a
particular garden becomes the development of leaders through mentorships. Still, the
metaphor of planting a garden as a mentorship relationship is not complete. When
describing the church as a garden to be planted, each garden does not have every plant
represented even though every type of person is welcomed into Christ’s church, and the
3
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Church as a whole does have every person represented throughout time. There are some
environments that a garden will not host a particular type of crop even though every
church environment hosts every type of person in its community.
Gardens in Florida will naturally have different crops than gardens in Indiana.
Oranges will produce a better yield in Florida than Indiana; corn will produce a better
yield in Indiana than Florida. A wise gardener would not plant oranges in Indiana or corn
in Florida. If an orange could be used to describe one person and the corn for another
person, the metaphor would imply that the orange person cannot attend a church in
Indiana or the corn person cannot attend a church in Florida. Preventing a type of person
from planting in one church is contrary to the inclusive nature of the Gospel, while
preventing a certain type of crop from planting in a specific geographical garden is wise
practice. Jesus’ garden, the Church, welcomes all people from all contexts, and each
church living in Christ also embraces all people as such.
Still, the garden metaphor connects the task of discipleship and leadership
development for the local church. All people of the church are called into discipleship but
all people are not called into a leadership role for the church. Some gardens are better
suited for specific types of vegetables and fruits. Some areas of the church are better
suited for specific a type of leader. The gardener considers his context and chooses which
crop will grow best. The church must consider its context and choose what type of leader
the church needs at its present context and culture of ministry. The process of choosing a
leader for the church begins in the discipleship work of the church as the church discerns
how God is working in their lives and community. Then like the gardener choosing to
plant corns instead of peanuts, the leadership of the church considers their potential
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leaders and invites those available for a leadership role into a mentorship. The mentorship
developed becomes a relationship between an established leader and potential leader for
the church.

Intentionality
One key to both leadership development and gardening is intentionality. While
some people may have a natural gift of leadership, people discover their leadership
abilities through an intentional focus. Successful gardening takes an intentional focus.
E.P Rockwell offers practical advice in starting a garden in his book, Home Vegetable
Gardening - a Complete and Practical Guide to the Planting and Care of All Vegetable,
Fruits and Berries Worth Growing for Home Use. Rockwell states, “The three systems of
planting usually employed are known as ‘drills,’ ‘rows’ and ‘hills.” He continues, “As a
rule ‘drills’ refer to the growing of plants continuously in rows, ‘rows’ refer to the
growing of plants at a fixed distances apart in rows, and ‘hills’ refer to the growing of
plants usually at equal distances.”4
Congregations must also develop a system for their leadership development.
Some plants grow better in a drill, while other plants might grow better in a row or a hill.
Within a church context, people are nurtured into leadership roles through their
placement into specific environments and relationships. The specific environment and
relationships may be based on a person’s personality, skills, or interests. A plant should
be placed in a particular section of a garden or with a specific set of other plants to

4
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flourish more, which is also another way of describing the task of discipleship in placing
people into relationships and settings to help them flourish more in Christ.
Gardening happens in relationship; gardening happens with the gardener nurtures
the plants to see them produce its crop. Faith and religion also happen in relationship
through the communities of church and family. Within relationship, one task of the
church is to explore its sacred texts, the Scriptures, and connect them to people’s lives
and faith in God. In chapter 2, the dissertation uncovered the question of transferring lay
leadership successfully to people within the younger generation through the use of
scriptural application for the Christian faith.

Biblical Study
When applying scripture texts to the practice of one’s life or church, people will
initially consider how they apply the Bible to their practice of the Christian faith, which
will happen through people’s familiarity of the Biblical stories. Stephen Prothero
considers how the Bible is used to shape a person’s thinking for those in the church and
outside the church. In his book, Religious Literacy: What Every American Needs to Know
- And Doesn’t, Prothero states, “The argument of this book is neither that liberal
education needs religious studies nor that real faith requires knowledge. The argument is
that you need religious literacy in order to be an effective citizen.”5 According to
Prothero, a productive member of society has a working knowledge of the Christian
Scriptures regardless of the person’s affiliation with the Christian faith.

5
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Prothero continues, “[Current] US high school students learn virtually nothing
about the powerful historical and contemporary effects of religious beliefs, religious
practices, religious people, and religious institutions.”6 Prothero argues that the problem
with American society is our inability to know the Bible and the Bible’s influence on
American life throughout history. Accordingly, American society needs to become more
aware of the Christian Scriptures and their influence on American life regardless of one’s
religious affiliation. The biblical illiteracy of the American people also influences the
church. Just as the American populace is becoming biblically illiterate, these same people
are in American churches not knowing the biblical stories of their Christian faith.
Hector Avalos takes Prothero’s argument to another level by looking at biblical
illiteracy in Church History and the church. In the article, “Is Biblical Illiteracy a Bad
Thing? Reflections on Bibliolatry in the Modern Academy,” Hector Avalos challenges
Prothero’s assumptions. Avalos states, “Prothero provides the impression that biblical
illiteracy is a relatively recent phenomenon that endangers our very society. But, here I
will ague that biblical illiteracy: 1) has been normative for most of Christian history, and
2) is not necessarily undesirable.”7 Avalos correctly responds to Prothero’s argument by
saying his incomplete argument stems from the assumption that biblical literacy equates
to productive members of society.
Avalos recognizes that Church History demonstrates that biblical illiteracy is the
more accurate normative because Christians throughout the 2,000 years of Church
History have typically been biblically illiterate. Christian discipleship is not simply
6
7
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reading the Bible. In the 21st century, Bible study and reading is an aspect of Christian
discipleship, but following Christ must also incorporate other Christian practices like the
church has been doing for 2,000 years when the majority of people could not read or
write.
Biblical illiteracy is not the sole problem of people not living out the Christian
faith in their lives. The bigger problem is people not knowing how different traditions use
the Bible to articulate the way to act in the world and their communities. If Biblical
illiteracy were the problem, then getting people to simply read the Bible would be
enough. Instead, the additional step of guiding people to learn how to interpret the Bible
while they are reading it is the better solution.
Avalos recognizes the necessary step of teaching healthy approaches to Biblical
interpretation. Avalos states, “A compromise to this dilemma is to teach the Bible with
what I call a ‘multiple viewpoints’ perspective, which I use in my classroom. In such an
approach, we report how different traditions interpret the Bible.”8 Avalos’ argument is a
necessary step to Prothero’s response to religious illiteracy in American life. Avalos’
argument primarily focuses on the classroom setting, but it can also be applied
specifically to the church’s practice of Biblical study.
The garden metaphor for the connection between discipleship and mentorships
can become a productive place to continue the conversation between Prothero and
Avalos. Congregational leadership development is not simply about reading the Biblical
texts, but it must also include the task of interpreting those texts into one’s own life. The
mentorship becomes a great avenue for current and potential leadership to explore the
8
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role of Biblical interpretation as a community of faith. Within the garden, there are better
techniques for particular crops. Within the church, there are better techniques of Biblical
interpretation that connect to the theology and culture of the church in addition to the
personalities of the people in the church and mentorships.
The familiar methods of Biblical interpretation are examples of the necessary
techniques of Christian discipleship. Mentor relationships are the healthy relationships to
explore the techniques of historical criticism, textual criticism, from criticism, and
redaction criticism. Each of these methods of Biblical interpretation considers the context
and culture of the Biblical passage within a specific set of questions. People approach a
Biblical story within their own culture and context. An American person will read a text
differently than an Asian person. A man will read a text differently than a woman.
The mentorship is a place for potential leaders to uncover the lens they use to
interpret the sacred scriptures of the Christian faith and be introduced to other lens to
interpret the scriptures. If a person’s interpretation of a specific scripture passage
overlooks the historical and cultural context of the text, then the mentor and mentoree can
have a nurturing and fruitful conversation about healthy Biblical interpretation generally
and specifically in that text.
Keeping congregational leadership development connected to discipleship
through the garden metaphor gives space for Christ’s work in people lives and in the
local congregation. Separating congregational leadership development from Christian
discipleship leads to Christ having less room in nurturing leaders for the next generation.
The third chapter explored separation through the CEO model of the pastoral role. Under
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the CEO model of the pastorate, leadership development for the church becomes a
business task instead of an expression of Christian discipleship.

Business Influence
In her book, Jesus, CEO: Using Ancient Wisdom for Visionary Leadership, Laurie
Jones describes Jesus as a CEO, but she does not do so from a business model. Jones’
book title does reflect a business model, but she seeks to redefine business leadership
through her understanding of Jesus’ approach to leadership. Jones states,
Probably most of us would choose the bouquet [of flowers over a packet of
seeds]. But if you are a leader, you realize the limitations of cut flowers, no matter
how beautiful they are, and are more apt to spend your time gathering, sorting,
and planting seeds. Unfortunately, with so many sales professionals, that
commission check is just the bouquet they walk down the runway for, and then
they are out of the door.9
When the end result becomes the focus, the commission check is more important than the
relationship. Approaching leadership development through the business model focuses on
the end result by looking at the leader who is already a bouquet of flowers. Approaching
congregational leadership development through Christian discipleship focuses on the
seeds of Christ nurturing people into the leadership roles of God’s calling.
John Maxwell and Jim Dornan recognize the importance of developing the seeds
in one’s life instead of seeking the bouquet of flowers around them. In their book,
Becoming a Person of Influence: How to Positively Impact the Lives of Others, they state,
“A too common mistake, especially among leaders in the marketplace, is failure to share
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recognition and show appreciation to others.”10 In the competitive culture of the business
model, colleagues demonstrate their leadership abilities by showing off the beauty of
their flower bouquets. A culture of comparison does not create space for leadership
development. A culture of comparison and competition is not about nurturing a packet of
seeds to become beautiful flowers. Christian discipleship is about nurturing people to
become followers for Jesus. When churches use discipleship to ask how they are
transferring lay leadership successfully within they younger generation, they do so from
the perspective of nurturing the seeds in peoples lives. When a business model adopts a
competitive spirit within the organization, it creates a culture that does not have room for
the tedious and important work of nurturing the garden of leadership for the church.

Spirituality
By looking at congregation leadership development through a garden metaphor,
the bifurcation of the spiritual life can be avoided. The fourth chapter explored how the
separation of a person’s spiritual life to the rest of life limits a church’s ability to nurture
the next generation of leadership. The garden metaphor prevents the separation because it
sustains a relationship between the individual’s guidance by the Holy Spirit and the
corporate guidance of a person’s community of faith.
Richard Foster affirms a mutual relationship in his book, Celebration of
Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth. Foster states, “There must also come a
knowledge of the direct, active, immediate leading of the Spirit together. I do not mean
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‘corporate guidance’ in an organizational sense, but in an organic and functional sense.”11
If guidance is understood through an organizational sense, then the bifurcation would be
an accurate application. Since guidance is understood through an organic and functional
sense, the separation would not lead to a healthy application. The garden is a system
working together nurturing plants to their full potential. Congregational leadership
development happens best through a system working together nurturing each other to
their full potential under Jesus’s calling. The nurturing and guidance of Jesus’ calling
happens in relationship on the personal and corporate level, so the individual and
corporate must be held together in relationship. Since the bifurcation of a person’s
spirituality separates a person’s life, churches must use Christian discipleship to build
together a person’s spiritual life to the whole of life.

Systems
In their book, Reaching People under 40 while Keeping People over 60: Being
Church for All Generations, Edward Hammett and James Pierce approach congregational
life through a systems understanding. They state, “Heartfelt connection generates great
power, even between different generations! Connection clarifies calling, fuels dreams,
empowers ministry, and moves one toward fulfilling God’s unique mission for each
person in the heartfelt connection.”12 Throughout the fifth chapter, family systems theory
was applied to the local church context, which can lead to a congregation discovering a
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heartfelt connection between its people. The church can discover a heartfelt connection
by establishing relationships across generational divides, especially by seeing how the
different generations influence each other. When a church becomes a congregation for all
generations, the church is equipped to reach people in the younger generation, while also
keeping people in the older generation. The connection between a mentorship becomes a
bridge between generations and different ways of thinking.
Ronald Richardson describes how the church functions out of systemic
connection. Richardson states, “One of the keys to functioning in a healthy manner as a
church is for the leaders to look at the church as a system rather than as a collection of
isolated people.”13 The fifth chapter explored how those in the church looks at the
congregation as a collection of isolated people, and how that perspective leads to
unhealthy congregational practices. The garden metaphor prevents an isolated
understanding of the church. A healthy church sees its people as a variety of crops
planted in a garden instead of one crop planted in a row. Congregational leadership
development happens through a family system theory approach by creating a culture of
nurturing different people into leadership roles throughout the congregation.
A healthy garden must have good and early exposure to sunlight. F.P. Rockwell
recognizes the necessity of effective sunlight exposure for a successful garden. Rockwell
states, “Pick out the ‘earliest’ spot you can find - a plot sloping a little to the south or
east, that seems to catch sunshine early and hold it late, and that seems to be out of the
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direct path of the chilling north and northeast winds.”14 The earlier a garden can
experience sunlight, the better the garden will yield its produce. The earlier a
congregation develops an intentional process of leadership development, the better the
church will yield new leadership within the younger generation.
Like sunlight pouring upon young seedlings in a garden, the mentor relationships
nurtures people to their full potential. When mentor relationships are developed between
different generations, the faith of each generation is welcomed and affirmed in the
congregation. When a church approaches leadership development from an individual
perspective, it can focus on one generation at the determent of another.
Churches may seek the younger generation’s way of thinking and doing church to
take the church into the future. Churches may also seek the older generations’s way of
thinking and doing church to keep there church in the successful past of yesteryears. If a
church only sees these two extremes, then the church will keep chasing one empty
promise after another confused about where God is guiding their church. If a church sees
both perspectives in a mysterious harmony, the church can discover and discern her
promise under Christ’s lordship through the relationships developed in mentorships.

Mentoring
The mentorships that lead to congregational leadership development takes a
approach from both emphasizes. The older and younger generation working together
from a systems understanding of their church to collectively discover where God is
taking them for the next few years and decades. Intentional mentor relationships become
14
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the best approach for congregational churches to transfer lay leadership successfully to
people within the younger generation. The mentorship becomes a place to wrestle with
the biblical understanding of leadership qualifications in Timothy and Titus. Mentorships
are a place for the leader and potential leader to consider different approaches of Biblical
interpretation. Together, mentors and mentorees can critically consider the business
model’s influence on the role and function of the church and pastor. The mentorship is
also the place a church reverses the bifurcation of the Christian spiritual life. Through
mentor relationships, church leaders and potential leaders affirms systems understanding
of the role and function of the church. When churches create an intentional process of
leadership development through mentorships, the church finds their answer to
congregational leadership development for the years to come.

APPENDIX ONE: MENTORSHIPS IN PRACTICE
When a church decides mentorships are necessary to equip, train, and empower
new leaders within the younger generation, the church also considers how to begin
connecting people into a mentorship. The strength of using mentorships for
congregational laity leadership development is the relationships themselves between the
mentor and mentoree, especially for a congregation that is new to incorporating
mentorships to their congregational life.
The key will be the first mentor and first mentoree. There is a focus on the first
mentor because that person will set the tone for the type of mentors to follow. If the first
mentor is not committed to the process and the other individual, other people will not
understand the value of such an approach to leadership development. There is also a
focus on the first mentoree because that person will set the tone for the type of mentorees
to follow. If the first mentoree is not committed to the process and the other individual,
other people will not see how leadership can transition from one person to another.
While each church must develop their own approach to using the mentorship to
answer the task of developing leaders, there are some guidelines that can nurture a church
to a healthy application of using mentorships in their context. The first mentor
relationship should come out of the current leadership and their discernment process
through God’s Spirit guiding the leadership team to the two individuals to begin a mentor
relationship. The mentor should be a well established leader in the church, while the
mentoree should be a newly elected or choosen leader in the church. Depending on the
context of the church, the mentoree may be a particular potential leader in the
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congregation. Over time, the mentorees will consist of both potential leaders and new
leaders to create a system of leadership development.
Initially, the success of the mentorships can be connected to a current leader in the
older generation as the mentor and a current leader in the younger generation as the
mentoree. Because both the mentor and mentoree will have leadership experience, the
first mentorship can demonstrate the basis of the mentorship program and the goal
throughout it. If the first mentoree was a potential leader, there may be too much work to
cover through the mentor relationship. The mentoree would be learning the church’s
current approach to leadership and the mentoree would also be learning the church’s new
approach to leadership through the mentorship. If the mentoree was already a leader but
from the younger generation, less time can be focused on establishing the church’s
current approach to leadership and more time on the new approach to leadership that the
mentorship is creating in the church.
Again, any church considering mentorships as the answer to their leadership
development problem must use the mentor relationship within the congregation’s own
unique calling and context. If the church has both male and females leaders, the church
should consider what role gender will have in their mentor relationships, specifically
deciding if the mentorships will cross gender lines. During the initial phase, it might also
be necessary for the first mentor to have his/her own mentor to guide him/her through the
process of becoming a mentor for someone else. The pastor of the congregation would be
a good choice of being a mentor to the person who is the first mentor in the church’s new
approach to leadership development.
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Both in chapters one and two, mystery was described as a vital component of
leadership development. The basis of the mentorship is found in the mystery of our faith
in Christ and in the mystery of God’s work through the Holy Spirit. When a church uses
mentorships to develop new leaders from the younger generation, the mysterious faith is
explored and made through Christ as the foundation of transitioning leadership from one
generation to another for the years to come.
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